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CONTACT

For additional information on EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®, please contact:
Kai Kaden
kai@eddiefunkhouser.com
+1 212 982 8900

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER NEW YORK LLC  
409 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
T 212 586 0303 WWW.EDDIEFUNKHOUSER.COM

CONFIDENTIAL - PLEASE DO NOT DUPLICATE OR DISTRIBUTE
                                                                                                     

PRICES AND SHADES ACCURATE AT TIME OF PUBLISHING 
BUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

CONFIRM ALL DETAILS WITH YOUR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE.
NO PORTION OF THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE COPIED OR DUPLICATED 

(IN PART OR FULL) WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®
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THE EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® STORY

My first recollection of being fascinated with makeup 
was during my early childhood. For years I would run 
into my mom’s room to watch her make herself up. I 
remember the smell of her makeup and how I eagerly 
anticipated the cloud of powder that surrounded her as 
she set her foundation. I would study carefully as she 
added color to her eyes, cheeks and lips. When she was 
done she would ask, “How did I do?”. I would always 
answer, “You’re beautiful.” and I seal it with a kiss. 

When I was about 9 years old mom asked me to help 
her with her eye liner for the first time. It was the first 
application I ever did. Over time, I  went from doing her 
eyeliner to being her personal makeup artist. (Mom's a 
smart woman.)

There were other similar memories I had of sharing 
makeup moments with my mom. I remember sitting at 
the dining room table, with the late-afternoon California 
Sun streaming in, making it feel like the high altar of 
beauty. And here we worked together, the original EF 
team, filling Avon orders - delicate white bags filled with 
a dozen different treasures, waiting to be discovered by 
its very lucky recipients.

And as for my role, to carefully place into each and every 
bag, the most petite and elegant hourglass-shaped 
lipstick sample - in shades today we may be inspired, 
perplexed or possibly even shocked by.

For those many special moments with Mom, filling 
those Avon bags on the high altar of beauty, the love for 
makeup became imprinted forever in my DNA. 

For nearly two decades now I’ve worked as a beauty 
brand creator, an expert product developer, beauty 
spokesperson and consultant. I've drawn on the sum of 
my life experiences and combined it with love to create 
my eponymous line, EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®. 

   - Eddie
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EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® IS THE LATEST GAME-CHANGING 
BEAUTY BRAND CREATED BY GROUND-BREAKING MAKEUP 
ARTIST, BEAUTY SPOKESPERSON AND EXPERT PRODUCT 
DEVELOPER, EDDIE FUNKHOUSER. 

Eddie developed his eponymous cosmetic line in an effort to blur the 
conventional lines drawn between mass and prestige beauty products by 
offering up the industry’s finest-crafted formulas, edge-of-the-art shades and 
stunning effects and finishes - all at an unprecedented value for customers 
everywhere. 

With its refined, minimalist packaging and world-class, studio-grade formulas 
(created predominantly in Italy), EDDIE FUNKHOUSER has been widely-embraced 
by makeup artists and beauty aficionados seeking smart innovation, unique style 
and high-performance beauty products.

HERO products include: The Luxlight Series (with brilliant ‘soft-focus’ effect) 
and beauty bag must-have items such as the innovative Quattro Variable Lash 
Mascara, and Micromineral Foundation Powder.

©2016 EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®  ALL WORLDWIDE RIGHTS RESERVED.CONTACT@EDDIEFUNKHOUSER.COM | WWW.EDDIEFUNKHOUSER.COM

BRAND
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EDDIE

GROUND-BREAKING MAKEUP ARTIST, BEAUTY 
SPOKESPERSON AND EXPERT PRODUCT DEVELOPER, 
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER HAS ESTABLISHED A SOLID PLACE 
FOR HIMSELF IN THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY OVER THE PAST 
DECADE, HAVING CREATED NEARLY A HALF-DOZEN 
BRANDS, SOLD IN OVER 36 COUNTRIES AND GROSSING 
A COMBINED $120 MILLION IN SALES.
EDDIE HAS TRAVERSED THE GLOBE MANY TIMES OVER, 
MEETING WITH WOMEN FROM ALL COUNTRIES AND 
ETHNICITIES. HIS PERSONAL MISSION: TO HELP WOMEN 
RECONNECT WITH THEIR OWN, NATURAL BEAUTY AND 
SOURCE ENERGY THROUGH THE EXPLORATION OF COLOR 
AND CREATIVITY.
EDDIE’S ELECTRIC FRONT-AND-CENTER, ROCKER 
PERSONA IS BORNE FROM HIS UNENDING CURIOSITY AND 
LOVE FOR BEAUTY, MUSIC, FASHION, POP CULTURE AND 
CREATIVITY. WITH THIS UNIQUE WORLD PERSPECTIVE 
AS HIS PAINTBOX, EDDIE BRINGS AN EXCITING, VIBRANT 
GLOBAL EDGE TO THE BEAUTY MARKETPLACE WITH HIS 
LATEST COLOR COSMETICS LINE, EDDIE FUNKHOUSER.
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EDDIE

GROUND-BREAKING MAKEUP ARTIST, 
BEAUTY SPOKESPERSON AND 
EXPERT PRODUCT DEVELOPER, EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER. has established a solid 
place for himself in the beauty industry 
over the past decade, having created 
nearly a half-dozen brands, sold in over 
36 countries and grossing a combined 
$120 million in sales.

EDDIE HAS TRAVERSED THE GLOBE 
MANY TIMES OVER, MEETING WITH 
WOMEN FROM ALL COUNTRIES 
AND ETHNICITIES. HIS PERSONAL 
MISSION: TO HELP WOMEN 
RECONNECT WITH THEIR OWN, 
NATURAL BEAUTY AND SOURCE 
ENERGY THROUGH THE EXPLORATION 
OF COLOR AND CREATIVITY.

Eddie’s electric front-and-center, 
rocker persona is borne from his 
unending curiosity and love for 
beauty, music, fashion, pop culture 
and creativity. With this unique world 
perspective as his paintbox, Eddie 
brings an exciting, vibrant global 
edge to the beauty marketplace with 
his latest color cosmetics line, EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER.

Eddie Funkhouser has earned a venerable reputation in the beauty industry over the past decade as a ground-breaking professional make up artist, innovative 
product and formula designer and highly sought-after creative consultant.  Eddie has been engaged in all aspects of the beauty business, from product development, 
marketing and merchandising to the development and implementation of critically-effective global training programs. 

Eddie’s bold and imaginitive make up artistry has made its signature mark across all 
media, both in the United States and around the world.  His work has left an indelible 
mark on the pages of Italian Vogue, Marie Claire U. K. , Blackbook, Surface, Nylon, 
and others.   
His live appearances as an artist have included North America, Europe, Asia, Australia, 
New Zealand and The United Arab Emirates.
Eddie’s instantly engaging presence in front of the camera has made him a desirable, 
audience-garnering on-air personality. His debut and repeat performances on MTV’s 
smash hit Mission:Makeover landed him instant critical success with a mass audience. 
Whether viewed live or on one of his interactive DVDs, Eddie is a seasoned broadcast 
personality.

MEDIA

“What really inspires me are all of the women I meet and talk to on the road. They 
prove to me time and again that we all share a very powerful and true, inner beauty 
that connects us in countless ways. This authentic, creative self is one I constantly 
tap into when creating in my own life.”

MTV: Mission: Makeover, No. 224
MTV: Mission: Makeover, No. 222
WABC: The Main Floor
Todd Oldham/ TO2 Launch and Tour
Australia: 60 Minutes
Professional Application Video Series: 
Eddie’s Top 10 Make Up Tips
Professional Application Video Series: 
4 Essential Steps to a Flawless Foundation
Professional Application Video Series: 
Exploring Color With Confidence

BROADCASTPRINT
Vogue: (Taiwan) ad, brand story
Elle: (Taiwan) ad, editorial
Marie Claire: (Taiwan) ad, brand 
story
Vogue: (Italian Beauty), editorial
Vanity Fair: (Italy) editorial
Elle: (Korea)  editorial
Harper’s Bazaar: (Korea)  editorial
Vogue: (Korea)  editorial
Cosmopolitan: (Italy) editorial
Wallpaper: (Int’l ed.) editorial
Marie Claire: (U. K. ) editorial
Corduroy: editorial,
Rouge: (Bulgaria) editorial
Trendsetter: (Turkey) editorial
Prestige: (Hong Kong) editorial
OK!: (U. K.) editorial
Figaro: (Japan) ad
New Idea:  feature article, interview
Auckland Max:  interview

WEB
www.wallpaper.com: editorial
www.voguevanity.com: editorial
www.girlynation.com, editorial
www.fashion.nz.com, editorial,

Today, the worlds of make up, fashion, music and entertainment 
intersect like never before. For Eddie there is no distinction 
between the runways of Fashion Week and the runways of 
life.  This is his live-studio where he produces some of his most 
provocative, enduring work. 

Kevin Bacon  (Actor, Mystic River)
Molly Simms (Model, Actress, Las 
Vegas)
Elizabeth Berkley (Actress, 
Showgirls)
Lisa Loeb (Singer-Songwriter)
Cyndi Lauper  (Musician, Actress)
Heather Matarazzo  (Actress, 
Princess Diaries)
Martin Donovan (Actor, Weeds)

CELEBRITIES
A/X: Armani Exchange
Champol Seirmont
Tristan Webber
Deborah Brand
Todd Oldham/TO2
Tina Kalivas
Victor De Souza
Louis DiCarlo
Built By Wendy

RUNWAY

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Mike Ruiz
Michael Brandt
Cleo Sullivan
Torkil Gudnason
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ENERGIZE YOUR RETAIL ENVIRONMENT

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER ENERGIZES YOUR RETAIL ENVIRONMENT 
BY BRINGING A ONE-OF-A-KIND BRAND EXPERIENCE 
TO YOUR PROGRAM
BRAND DIFFERENTIATORS

• ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT: EDDIE IS OUT IN THE FIELD MEETING REGULARLY WITH BEAUTY
  ADVISORS AND REPS TO EDUCATE, INSPIRE AND INCENTIVIZE

• SPOKESPERSON AND INDUSTRY AUTHORITY AVAILABLE FOR SELECT IN-STORE EVENTS,
  DIGITAL CONTENT CREATION AND MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES

• ACTIVE AND RELEVANT SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT, INCLUDING LIVE ONLINE EVENTS

• AN AUTHENTIC BRAND PERSONALITY. CONNECTS WITH CUSTOMERS AND LISTENS CLOSELY
  TO THEIR NEEDS HELPING TO BUILD BRAND AND STORE LOYALTY

• VETERAN INTERNATIONAL MAKEUP ARTIST WITH GLOBAL FOLLOWING

• SEASONED EXPERT PRODUCT DEVELOPER WITH TWO DECADES OF BEAUTY BRAND BUILDING
  EXPERIENCE. EDDIE BRINGS EXCITING NEW AND INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS TO STORES
 
• A FACE FOR CUSTOMERS TO IDENTIFY AND KNOW HE STANDS BEHIND HIS PRODUCTS.
  PRODUCTS DO WHAT THEY SAY THEY’RE GOING TO DO

• NETWORK OF TRUSTED INFLUENCERS AND PROFESSIONAL CREATIVES WITH PULSE ON 
  CUTTING EDGE BEAUTY TRENDS

• ADDS UNIQUENESS, EXCITEMENT AND DRAW TO YOUR SELLING ENVIRONMENT AND
  PROGRAM.
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EDDIE’S ANGELS

SHE IS 26+ [MILLENIALS] | A BEAUTY PRODUCT FANATIC | LOVES TO TRAVEL | SPENDS QUALITY TIME WITH FRIENDS | 
INQUISITIVE, CONFIDENT AND POSITIVE BY NATURE | MAKES INFORMED BUYING DECISIONS | IS ALWAYS ONE STEP 
AHEAD OF TRENDS | INSPIRES CONFIDENCE IN OTHERS | NOT AFRAID TO EXPRESS AND FREQUENTLY CHANGE HER 
OWN UNIQUE SENSE OF STYLE | PROMOTES SUCCESS IN OTHERS | SEEKS OUT NEWNESS 
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CATEGORIES

EYE

HYPERREAL EYE COLOR
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE
HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT
CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS
ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS
GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL
QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA

FACE

LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION
MICROMINERAL FOUNDATION POWDER
ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER
16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR
ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER

CHEEK

ULTRA INTENSITY CHEEK COLOR

BRUSH

14 PIECE PROFESSIONAL BRUSH COLLECTION
INDIVIDUAL PRO BRUSHES

LIP

HYPERREAL NOURISHING LIP COLOR
CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR
HYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS

BODY

ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER
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COLLECTIONS

HYPERREAL™
Intense, vibrant pigments designed with stunning effects and finishes for dazzling 
pay off on eyes or lips.
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR | HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE | HYPERREAL 
PURE PIGMENT | HYPERREAL NOURISHING LIP COLOR | HYPERREAL 
HYDRATING LIP GLOSS

CHROMOGRAPHIC™
Eye and lip shades infused with contrasting pigments for multidimensional, 
light-catching effects.
CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS | CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR

LUXLIGHT™
Exquisitely crafted products for face that yield a luminous, soft focus finish.  

LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER | LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR | LUXLIGHT 
REVITALIZING FOUNDATION | LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER 

ULTRA DEFINITION
Specially-milled micromineral pigments feature highly blendable formulas to create 
a natural high resolution, soft focus effect.

ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER  | ULTRA DEFINITION 
PERFECTING POWDER | ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS
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LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION
MICROMINERAL FOUNDATION POWDER
ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER
16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR
ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT 
POWDER
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER
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LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER is a 
luminous hydrating primer that leaves skin with dewy 
radiance. Light-diffusing properties work to even out 
skin tone and  Vitamins A, C and E and Jojoba Oil help to 
smooth, brighten and condition skin all day long. Wear 
alone or as the ultimate base for EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® 
REVITALIZING FOUNDATION. 

VITAL STATS
           FILL: 32 ml / 1.08 fl. oz.      
What is it? Luminous hydrating primer
What does it do? Primes, hydrates and prepares skin 
for foundation application while giving your complexion a 
radiant glow APPLICATION

1. Use on its own for a gleaming complexion - or use as a conventional primer to 
bring luminosity to your foundation. 
2. Apply using a Domed Stippling Brush for an even distribution of primer to the 
entire face. 

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
TIP 1: To achieve extra highlighting on the face, apply (over foundation) to spe-
cific areas of the face to illuminate and highlight. 
TIP 2:  Looks great when applied to arms and legs.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER
16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR

Glycerin Skin softening

Castor Seed Oil Conditioning, smoothing

Jojoba Oil Conditiioning, smoothing

Squalene Provides a silky, non-greasy texture, 
leaves skin fresh and dewy

Vitamin A Conditioning

Vitamin C Complexion brightening

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

FEATURE    BENEFIT

1001
CANDLELIGHT
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APPLICATION
For the most natural looking finish, using a Pointed Foundation Brush, begin 
your application at the center of the face and blend outward, sheering out the 
foundation as you approach the hairline.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Starting your foundation application in the center of the face and blending 
outward allows you to avoid a mask-like foundation appearance, and gives skin a 
flawless but natural look.
Tip 2: Use on both face and body. For added luminosity, mix a drop of Luxlight 
Hydrating Primer into foundation prior to application.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER
16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR

Talc Soft focus, diffused light finish

Volatiles Long wear properties and fast dry 
application

Silicones Budge proof, extended wear

Resins Long wear properties

Glycerin Humectant, skin softening

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

FEATURE    BENEFITLUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING 
FOUNDATION is an ultra-light, creamy, and buildable 
formula that enhances skin’s natural radiance for a dewy, 
soft-focus, light-diffused finish throughout the day.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 32 ml / 1.08 fl. oz.       
What is it? A lightweight, luminous liquid foundation 
with buildable coverage
What does it do? Evens out the complexion and imparts 
a soft-focus, light-diffused look

1007
GOLDEN DARK

1003
LIGHT

1004
MEDIUM BEIGE

1005
MEDIUM

1006
MEDIUM TAN

1002
FAIR
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Using the applicator and with a sweeping motion, apply foundation to the 
nose and cheeks, working down the face toward the chin. 
Step 2: Apply to the center of the forehead, moving outward toward the temples 
and down the sides of the face.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: For an instant full coverage application apply OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION 
using a Domed Stippling Brush. 
Tip 2: Using an All Over Eye Brush, apply OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION to the 
eyelids to even out skin tone and act as a primer.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR
ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER

Vitamin A Conditioning

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

Vitamin C Complexion brightening

Silicones Budge proof, long-wear

Featherweight Ultra comfortable to wear for 
extended periods

FEATURE    BENEFITOIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION is 
a featherweight oil-free formula, designed to blend 
effortlessly into skin for a flawless satin finish that wears 
all day long. The soft-light effect helps to reduce the 
appearance of fine lines and evens out skin tone. Enriched 
with Vitamins A, C and E to nourish and condition skin.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 10 g / 0.3 oz.       
What is it? A lightweight, creme foundation
What does it do? Provides velvety buildable coverage 
and extended wear

1009
LIGHT MEDIUM

1010
MEDIUM

1011
MEDIUM TAN

1012
TAN

1013
GOLDEN DARK

1008
LIGHT
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Using the applicator and a sweeping motion, apply powder starting on 
the nose and cheeks, moving toward the chin.
Step 2: Apply powder across the forehead, moving outward toward the temples 
and down the sides of the face.
Step 3: Repeat for additional coverage as needed.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
For full coverage apply MICROMINERAL FOUNDATION POWDER using the 
accompanying applicator. For a sheer application apply using a Powder Brush.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION

Extended Wear Long wearing

Talc Soft focus finish

Innovative Esters Silky, non-greasy texture

FEATURE    BENEFITMICROMINERAL FOUNDATION POWDER
MICROMINERAL FOUNDATION POWDER is a highly 
blendable formula that buffs on like silk, mattifying skin 
while giving a natural luminosity and weightless feel. Soft 
focus pigments minimize the appearance of imperfections 
for a flawless full coverage finish.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 8 g / 0.2 oz.       
What is it? Pressed foundation powder
What does it do? Refines and brightens skin

1015
FAIR LIGHT

1016
LIGHT

1017
LIGHT MEDIUM

1018
MEDIUM

1019
DARK

1014
FAIR
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APPLICATION
Use ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER on its own to color correct and 
mattify or to set your favorite EDDIE FUNKHOUSER foundation.
Step 1: Using the applicator, pick up the powder from the compact using a 
dabbing motion.
Step 2: Lightly press onto the back of the hand to evenly disperse the product into 
the applicator.
Step 3: Next, using a light patting motion, gently press the powdered sponge 
onto oily areas of the face or areas that need brightening or neutralizing. Focus 
on the forehead, cheeks and chin.
Step 4: Buff away any excess powder using a Powder Brush for a matte, flawless 
finish.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Use for toning down bright applications of color; such as over applications 
of cheek color and bronzer.
Tip 2: For oily skin, lightly dust ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER over 
foundation using a Powder Brush before color application.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
LUXLIGHT REVITALIZING FOUNDATION
OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION

Mica For a light reflecting, soft focus finish 
that brightens complexion

Lightweight Ultra comfortable to wear for 
extended periods

Silicones Budge proof, long wear properties

Nylon Creamy, blendable consistency

FEATURE    BENEFITULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING POWDER
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING 
POWDER is an advanced, micromilled translucent powder, 
containing ultra fine color-correcting pigments designed 
to cancel out redness, brighten complexion and even skin 
tone. Unique light reflecting particles help diffuse the 
appearance of fine lines and imperfections. Use on its 
own to quickly color correct and perfect skin, or as the 
ultimate velvety finish for EDDIE FUNKHOUSER REVITALIZING 
FOUNDATION.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 10.5 g / 0.37 oz.       
What is it? Color correcting pressed powder
What does it do? Neutralizes redness, evens out skin 
tone and mattifies

1020
GOSSAMER
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APPLICATION
To apply use the included applicator, a Concealer Brush, or your fingertips.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Mix a touch of LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR into your 16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID 
CONCEALER prior to application for additional help with reducing redness. This is 
also great for brightening up areas like under the eye and around the nose and 
mouth.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
OIL FREE CREME FOUNDATION
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR

Silicone Allows for comfortable wear for up to 
16 hours

Talc Soft focus finish

4 Way Formula Neutralizes redness, corrects dark 
under eye circles, brightens and 
conceals, softens the appearance of 
fine lines

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

Vitamin C Complexion brightening

FEATURE    BENEFIT16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®16 HOUR 4 WAY LIQUID CONCEALER is 
a dynamic multi-tasker 4-way formula designed to: 
1. Neutralize redness 
2. Correct dark circles
3. Brighten and conceal 
4. Soften the appearance of fine lines

Silicone makes this formula budge-proof and long-
wearing while talc provides a soft focus finish. Enriched 
with Vitamins E & C to nourish and brighten.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 5 ml / 0.1 fl. oz.       
What is it? Long wear liquid concealer
What does it do? Provides full coverage to correct dark 
circles, neutralize redness and conceal imperfections
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APPLICATION
Apply to clean skin or over makeup and blend with fingertips or Concealer Brush.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Apply to the top of the cheekbones and to the outer eye towards the 
temple for a gravity-defying lift.
Tip 2: Accentuate the natural features of the face by applying LUXLIGHT 
ILLUMINATOR to center of forehead, just above brows and peak of the brow bone, 
down bridge of nose and inner corner of the eyes. 
Tip 3: For fuller looking lips, use in the hollow of the chin and around the contour 
of the lips.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER

Volatiles Long wear properties and fast dry 
application

Talc Soft focus, diffused light finish

Light Reflecting Pigments Multidimensional finish

Glycerin Humectant, skin softening

Peptides Revitalizing

FEATURE    BENEFITLUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR PEN 
instantly brightens skin and enhances your natural features. 
The soft brush applicator allows you to highlight specific areas 
of the face for a lifted and revived look. Formulated for all skin 
types.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 1.5 ml / 0.05 fl. oz.       
What is it? Luminous concealer pen
What does it do? Acts as a creme highlighter
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APPLICATION
Step 1: To add warmth to your complexion, apply using a Blush Brush, focusing on 
the high points of the face where the sun naturally kisses the skin.
Step 2: Apply the pink and rose shades to the apples of the cheeks. 
Step 3: Use the light pearlescent shades as a highlighter along the bridge of the 
nose, cheek and brow bones, and on the cupid’s bow of the lips.
Step 4: Using a Contour Brush, sculpt features with the darker shades, defining 
the eye socket, below the cheekbone, the sides of the nose, jaw line and beneath 
the lower lip.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Apply to the contours / low points of the face and body where natural 
shadow falls for enhanced depth and definition.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER | LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR

5 Custom Shades Multiple tones to achieve a bronze, 
blush contour, and highlight

Innovative Pearls Reflective qualities, multidimensional 
finish

Oil-free, paraben

FEATURE    BENEFITULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER
ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER is a multi-
tasking bronzer, blusher, highlighter and contour powder 
all in one convenient compact. Five custom shades 
combine matte and shimmer tones for a pearlescent multi-
dimensional finish.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 10 g / 0.03 oz.       
What is it? A multi-tasking blush, bronzer, highlighter and 
contour powder in one
What does it do? Boosts overall color and highlights and 
contours areas of the face to further define features

1027
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APPLICATION
1. Apply to eyes and cheek using the built-in applicator or a brush. 
2. For a complete look, dust LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER onto the neck and 
décolletage as well as shoulders, back, arms and legs.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: After setting your foundation with ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING 
POWDER bring back a radiant glow to the face with a soft application of 
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER. Using a Blush Brush, apply a light veil of 
LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER to: the center of the forehead, bridge and tip of 
nose, top of cheekbones and chin. Repeat for a more luminous glow.
Tip 2: Add LUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER to body lotion and apply to shoulders, 
back, arms and legs for the appearance of healthy, youthful, toned skin.

USE WITH
LUXLIGHT HYDRATING PRIMER | ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT 
POWDER | LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR | ULTRA DEFINITION PERFECTING 
POWDER

Light Reflecting Pigments Multidimensional finish to make 
arms, legs and decolletage look 
firmer, toned and more youthful

FEATURE    BENEFITLUXLIGHT LUMINOUS POWDER
Featuring a featherweight formula and velvety texture 
for ultimate blendability, this luminous loose powder 
produces an enviable radiant glow for face and body. 
Use as an all-over highlighter to illuminate the face, neck 
and decolletage and on the body to give a more toned 
appearance to arms and legs.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 3.5 g / 0.12 oz.       
What is it? Luminous powder for face and body
What does it do? Enhances complexion for a radiant 
glow
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APPLICATION
1. For a natural application, using a Blush Brush and circular motions, apply cheek 
color to the apples of the cheeks.
2. For a more dramatic look, apply a deeper shade of cheek color just below the 
cheek bone using a Contour Brush to create depth.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Apply a light application of powder to the cheeks prior to applying cheek 
color. This prevents color from clinging to one spot and allows for a more even 
distribution of color.

USE WITH
ULTRA DEFINITION BRONZE & SCULPT POWDER | LUXLIGHT 
ILLUMINATOR

Ultra Intensity Pigment Vivid color, great payoff

Extended Wear Color does not fade

Nylon Creamy, blendable texture

Silicones Budge proof, long wearing

Corn Starch Satin feel, makes blending a breeze

FEATURE    BENEFITULTRA INTENSITY CHEEK COLOR
ULTRA INTENSITY CHEEK COLOR is a highly blendable, 
micromilled blush powder that gives cheeks a radiant 
flush. Available in four flattering hues. 

VITAL STATS
FILL: 3 g / 0.1 oz.       
What is it? Satin finish cheek color
What does it do? Gives cheeks a long lasting vibrant 
color
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HYPERREAL™ EYE COLOR
HYPERREAL™ EYE COLOR PALETTE
HYPERREAL™ PURE PIGMENT
CHROMOGRAPHIC™ EYE GLOSS
ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS
GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL
QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA™
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APPLICATION
1. For a simple yet dynamic effect, apply a wash of color to the eyes using a 
single shade. With a Tapered Shadow Brush distribute your favorite shade across 
the entire eye and up the brow bone using a light sweeping motion.
2. Create depth, definition and drama by layering shades and using combinations 
of matte and shimmering shades.
3. To give your eye makeup a high fashion edge, contour the crease of the eye 
with a dark shade using an Eye Contour Brush. Apply a second application of the 
same shade to the crease of the eye using a Crease Brush.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Place a generous application of translucent powder under the eye area 
prior to the application of HYPERREAL EYE COLOR. This will act as a guard to any 
color that may fall onto the face during your eye application. Once you have 
completed your application, carefully dust away powder and any color fall-out 
using a Powder Brush.
Tip 2: To achieve the best results, use a variety of clean brushes for every 
application.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE | CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS | 
QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA | ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING 
STYLUS | HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT | GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL

Ultra Intensity Pigment Vivid color, great payoff

Extended Wear Color does not fade

Nylon Creamy, blendable texture

Silicones Budge proof, long wearing

FEATURE    BENEFITHYPERREAL EYE COLOR
Made from premium micromilled pigments, the EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER® HYPERREAL EYE COLORS are vibrant 
shadows with ultra smooth blendability for silky application 
that lasts. The versatile range of on-trend colors comes 
in multiple finishes--matte, pearl and shimmer--to create 
eye-catching gradients, textures and effects.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 3 g / 0.1 oz.       
What is it? Single shade high intensity eye pigment
What does it do? Provides highly pigmented, buildable 
and long wearing color for the eyes
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APPLICATION
1. For a simple yet dynamic effect, apply a wash of color to the eyes using a 
single shade. With a Tapered Shadow Brush distribute your favorite shade across 
the entire eye and up the brow bone using a light sweeping motion.
2. Create depth, definition and drama by layering shades and using combinations 
of matte and shimmering shades.
3. To give your eye makeup a high fashion edge, contour the crease of the eye 
with a dark shade using an Eye Contour Brush. Apply a second application of the 
same shade to the crease of the eye using a Crease Brush.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Place a generous application of translucent powder under the eye area 
prior to the application of HYPERREAL EYE COLOR. This will act as a guard to any 
color that may fall onto the face during your eye application. Once you have 
completed your application, carefully dust away powder and any color fall-out 
using a Powder Brush.
Tip 2: To achieve the best results, use a variety of clean brushes for every 
application.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE | CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS | 
QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA | ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING 
STYLUS | HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT | GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL

Ultra Intensity Pigment Vivid color, great payoff

Extended Wear Color does not fade

Nylon Creamy, blendable texture

Silicones Budge proof, long wearing

FEATURE    BENEFITHYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTES take the guesswork out 
of your color application with four expertly hand selected 
shades. Each palette can create a range of looks from 
natural to glamorous and classic to avant-garde. Premium 
micromilled pigments make for a silky smooth application. 
Available in matte, pearl, iridescent and shimmer for 
multidimensional finishes.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 4 X 2 g / 0.07 oz.       
What is it? Vibrant four shade eye color palettes
What does it do? Offers blendable, long wear color to 
create a variety of looks
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Using an All Over Eye Brush, pick up the HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT 
powder by simply pressing the bristles into the powder. 
Step 2: After loading the brush with pigment, lightly press the bristles onto the 
back of the hand to evenly disperse the product into the applicator.
Step 3: Next, using a light patting motion, gently press the pigment onto the 
eyelids.
Step 4: To create a gradation of color, sweep the pigment into the crease of the 
eye and up the brow bone using and Tapered Shadow Brush.
Note: Apply small amounts of Hyperreal Pure Pigment at a time by patting color on using an All Over 
Eye Brush. Build color to desired intensity.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Place a generous application of translucent powder under the eye area 
prior to the application of HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT. This will act as a guard to 
any color that may fall onto the face during your eye application. Once you have 
completed your application, carefully dust away powder and any color fall-out 
using a Powder Brush.
Tip 2: Mix HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT with CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS for 
customized glossiness and dazzling effects.
Tip 3: Use on Face and Body.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR | HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE | 
CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS

Pure Pigments Beautiful color pay off, ultra 
blendable

Mica High reflectivity, casts light effects

Innovative Pearls Light-catching, creates multi-
dimensional effects

FEATURE    BENEFITHYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT 
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENTS are 
finely crafted with a highly blendable formula and vivid 
colors for dramatic looks. Light-catching pearls and mica 
create alluring textures for stunning eye statements.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 3 g / 0.1 oz.       
What is it? Loose eye pigments
What does it do? Vivid color with multidimensional 
effects for eyes and body
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APPLICATION
Best when applied to clean eyelids. 
1. Apply CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS using the brush applicator.  
2. For a super glossy effect apply multiple coats.
3. For a dewy application, apply a small amount of eye gloss to the eyelids and 
distribute using the tip of the ring finger.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Mix CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS with HYPERREAL PURE PIGMENT for 
customized glossiness and dazzling effects.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL EYE COLOR | HYPERREAL EYE COLOR PALETTE | HYPERREAL 
PURE PIGMENT

Intense Shine Create effects from dewy to ultra 
glossy

Aloe Vera Soothing, conditioning

Vitamin A Conditioning

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

Vitamin C Complexion brightening

FEATURE    BENEFITCHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS is 
specially formulated to give eyes an instant lift with a 
luxurious and uniquely sensual finish. From sultry dewiness 
to high-impact sheen, the gloss will not travel or bleed 
and can be applied on its own or layered over shadow. 
Aloe Vera and Vitamins A, C and E nourish, condition and 
brighten to keep the eye area supple and hydrated. 

VITAL STATS
FILL: 5 ml / 0.1 fl. oz.       
What is it? Lustrous gloss for the eyes
What does it do? Provides hydrating luminosity to the 
eyelids
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APPLICATION
Best when applied to clean eyelids. 
1. Use just the point of the tip for a precise slender line, or slant pen sideways for 
a thick, bold line. 
2. Begin application at the inner corner of the eye. Lay the tip of the stylus flat 
along the lash line, glide from the inner corner of the eye out. 

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Fill in any visible spaces between lashes for fuller, thicker looking lashes

USE WITH
GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL | QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA | 
GRAFFITI LIQUID LINER.

Resins Long wear, does not fade

Quick Drying Non-smudging, stays in place

Black 2 Intense, super black finish

Glycerin Skin softening

Stylus Component Easy, no-mess application

FEATURE    BENEFITULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS
Emphasize your eyes with the ULTRA DEFINITION EYE 
LINING STYLUS. With a tapered brush tip, this precision 
liner is designed for maximum control in creating effortless, 
clean lines every time. The quick-drying, no-fade formula 
delivers super black pigment for a long lasting, bold finish. 
Use just the tip for a sophisticated, slender line, or slant 
the pen sideways for a thick, bold line.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 0.8 ml / 0.02 fl. oz.       
What is it? Precision, brush-tip eye liner
What does it do? Provides effortless, precision 
application of eye liner to eyes  
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Twist up and apply the creme formula to upper and/or lower lash lines.
Step 2: Apply to the water line of the eye for further definition.
Step 3: To smoke out your look, soften the line with the integrated smudger. 
Once the formula sets, it will not move or crease.
Note: To protect the tip of the pencil, be sure to retract the pencil tip prior to putting the cap back on

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: For the most dramatic smoky eye, apply GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL along 
the upper lash line and smudge. Apply a well blended layer of shadow over the 
pencil and line again.
Tip 2: To protect the tip of the pencil be sure to retract the pencil tip prior to 
putting the cap back on.
Tip 3: Sharpener and smudger are stowed at end of pencil. To access the pencil 
sharpener, remove the smudger from the barrel of the pencil.

USE WITH
ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS | QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH 
MASCARA | GRAFFITI LIQUID LINER

.

Ceresin Wax Creamy, smooth application

Silicone Comfortable long wear

Volatiles Long wear properties and fast dry 
application

Sharpener Tucked away at end of pencil for 
creating crisp lines

Smudger Tucked away at end of pencil for 
creating soft and smoky lines

FEATURE    BENEFITGRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL is all 
in one liner, sharpener and smudger! The automatic eye 
pencil twists up and glides on to line and define with 
ease. Soften the liner with the integrated smudger for a 
sultry, smokey look. The creamy, transfer-resistant formula 
wears beautifully all day. Pencil retracts back into barrel to 
protect the tip between uses.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 0.15 g / 0.005 oz.       
What is it? Creme mechanical eye pencil with a built-in 
smudger and sharpener
What does it do? Provides easy, creamy, pigment-infused 
lining
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Winner of the 2014 Health & Beauty 
Association International Package & 
Design Awards. 

Recognized by beauty industry 
insiders and press alike as the most 
prestigious package and design 
award for beauty brands.

FX Dial 4 different levels of application: 

Unique Flexible Brush Twists for customizable application

Innovative Wax Blend Buildable formula, lengthening 
clump-free

Silicone Extended wear properties to keep 
formula in place

FEATURE    BENEFITQUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA
The award-winning QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA 
features our revolutionary FX DIAL for a customizable 
application from natural to extreme lashes—like having 4 
mascaras in 1.  With each click, the unique flexible brush 
twists for a more intense dose of mascara, coating each 
individual lash with super black pigment for maximum 
length, volume and curl. The conditioning formula features 
an innovative blend of waxes and polymers that create 
fullness without flaking, clumping or smudging.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 7 ml / 0.2 fl. oz.       
What is it? Innovative adjustable application mascara
What does it do? Provides varying effects for stunning, 
full, natural looking lashes

1034
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APPLICATION
Use the dial at the top of the cap to create four (“Quattro”) lash effects.
FX DIAL SETTINGS
•   Subtly enhances the eyes by lengthening and separating the lashes
••  Gently amp’s up the eyes by bringing lashes closer together creating 
medium density
•••  Super defining for uniform style while boosting lash density
••••  Amplifies volume and provides maxed out length
Allow each coat to thoroughly dry prior to each additional coat.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Curl Lashes prior to application for maximum curl and lengthening effects.
Tip 2: Apply one coat at a time and allow each coat to thoroughly dry prior to 
each additional coat.
Tip 3: For maximum fullness and definition, set the dial to the single dot ( • ) 
position and apply one to two coats of mascara allowing each coat to thoroughly 
dry prior to each additional coat. 
Tip 4: Then turn the dial to the four dot ( •••• ) position and apply another coat 
of mascara for maxed out fullness and length.

USE WITH
ULTRA DEFINITION EYE LINING STYLUS | GRAFFITI CREME EYE PENCIL
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Using a Lip Brush start your application at the cupid’s bow using the lip 
line as your guide, and apply color evenly across the lip. 
Step 2: Coat the lower lip using your natural lip line as your guide.
Step 3: Once your application is complete, press lips together to evenly distribute 
color. 

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Apply LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR to the lips prior to every lip application.  It 
will act as a priming base and bring added luminosity to your lip color.
Tip 2: Add a touch of CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS over your lip color 
application for a multi-dimensional effect.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS | CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR | 
LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR | CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE COLOR

Portulaca Pilosa Flower Extract Conditions and smooths skin

Mango Fruit Extract Conditions and smooths skin

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

Vitamin C Brightening

Candelilla Wax Creamy, rich texture

FEATURE    BENEFITHYPERREAL NOURISHING LIP COLOR
HYPERREAL NOURISHING LIP COLOR updates the classic 
lipstick with intense pigments, a boost of hydration, and a 
lightweight yet luxurious finish. The creamy formula is enriched 
with flower and mango fruit extracts and Vitamins C and E to 
keep lips looking luscious long after application. 

VITAL STATS
FILL: 4 g / 0.1 fl. oz.       
What is it? Vibrant, hydrating lip color
What does it do? Saturates lips with color, nourishes and 
conditions
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Using a Lip Brush start your application at the cupid’s bow using the lip 
line as your guide, and apply color evenly across the lip. 
Step 2: Coat the lower lip using your natural lip line as your guide.
Step 3: Once your application is complete, press lips together to evenly distribute 
color. 

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: Apply LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR to the lips prior to every lip application.  It 
will act as a priming base and bring added luminosity to your lip color.
Tip 2: Add a touch of CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS over your lip color 
application for a multi-dimensional effect.

USE WITH
HYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS | HYPEREREAL NOURISHING LIP 
|  COLOR | CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR | LUXLIGHT ILLUMINATOR | 
CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE COLOR

Portulaca Pilosa Flower Extract Conditions and smooths skin

Mango Fruit Extract Conditions and smooths skin

Vitamin E Antioxidant, nourishing

Vitamin C Brightening

Candelilla Wax Creamy, rich texture

FEATURE    BENEFITCHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR
CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR saturates lips with vibrant 
hues and light reflecting particles for a creamy finish 
and eye-catching multi-dimensional effects. The color 
collection ranges from neutrals to brights for a subtle or 
stand-out pout. Lips stay hydrated and nourished with 
flower and mango fruit extracts and Vitamins C & E.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 4 g / 0.1 fl. oz.       
What is it? Vibrant chromographic lip color in creme and 
multidimensional finishes
What does it do? Moisturizes lips and provides intense 
color
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APPLICATION
Step 1: Apply a single coat of HYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS to the lips for a 
supple pout. 
Step 2: Apply an extra coat of gloss to the center of the upper and lower lips for 
a more voluptuous pout.

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Tip 1: When applying gloss over color, press the applicator tip down onto the 
back of your hand and twist the applicator to release product. Using a Lip Brush 
pick product up and pat carefully over lip color.
Tip 2: Add a touch of CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS over your lip color 
application for a multi-dimensional effect

USE WITH
CHROMOGRAPHIC LIP COLOR | HYPERREAL NOURISHING LIP COLOR | 
CHROMOGRAPHIC EYE GLOSS

Vivid Pigments Ultra brilliant color for a 
multidimensional finish

Vitamin A Conditions

Vitamin C Brightens

Vitamin E Anti-oxidant, nourishing

Aloe Vera Soothing, conditioning

FEATURE    BENEFITHYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS
EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® HYPERREAL HYDRATING LIP GLOSS is 
a lightweight, low-tack formula that provides a brilliant, 
color-rich, multidimensional finish to lips in universal 
shades. Vitamins A, C & E nourish and brighten and Aloe 
Vera moisturizes and soothes.

VITAL STATS
FILL: 5.5 ml / 0.18 fl. oz.       
What is it? Ultra vivid, hydrating lip gloss
What does it do? Hydrates, nourishes and brings vibrant 
colors to lips
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PROFESSIONAL BRUSH COLLECTION
INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONAL BRUSHES
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PROFESSIONAL BRUSH COLLECTION
A collection of professional, full-sized premium brushes specifically designed to maximize your makeup 
application. Hand-scored hair and expertly-sculpted brush heads are integrated into extremely durable 
metal ferrules, then fused to premium hardwood handles and finished with multiple layers of lacquer 
for a lustrous piano black finish. 
When regularly cleaned and properly handled, our brushes will last for years to come.

VITAL STATS
What is it? Handcrafted, high performance cosmetic brushes for precision makeup application
What does it do? Enhances and extends use of other EDDIE FUNKHOUSER products for easier, more 
precision and expressive creative applications.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFIT

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, 
work bristles against towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush 
becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles 
with Brush Cleaner. Using a circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles 
against towel until brush comes completely clean.

1086
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CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.

POWDER BRUSH
A large fluffy brush head for all over application of loose and 
pressed powder to face and body. 

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFIT
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EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITBLUSH BRUSH
A medium-sized brush ideal for application of cheek color 
and bronzer with soft, natural hair that blends powders for a 
flawless finish.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITCONTOUR BRUSH
The chiseled, angled contouring head is ideal for producing 
expert results when highlighting, contouring and blending loose 
or pressed powder products onto face, neck and décolletage.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITAIRBRUSH FX BRUSH
A medium sized flat-domed face brush ideal for application of 
liquids, cremes and powders. Use as a stippling brush to evenly 
apply primer and foundation, to contour and highlight, and as a 
finishing brush to blend the entire look.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair + Synthetic hair blend

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITPOINTED FOUNDATION BRUSH
The round cone-shaped chiseled tip creates even, streak-free, 
finishes. Ideal for applications of liquid and creme foundations 
as well as for the application of creme cheek color.

HAIR TYPE
Synthetic hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITPRO CONCEALER BRUSH
The slightly pointed domed tip is firm yet flexible for an exacting 
application.

HAIR TYPE
Synthetic hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITTAPERED SHADOW BRUSH
A fluffy and slightly tapered full brush head is ideal for all over 
distribution of color to the lid, as well as for blending.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITEYE CONTOUR BRUSH
An angled, soft-rounded edge for precision shading along the 
crease of the eye. An excellent tool for creating glamorous, 
smokey eyes.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITALL OVER EYE BRUSH
A medium-sized eye brush with fluffy head evenly distributes 
color to the eye. This brush can also be used for adding 
shimmer or highlight to smaller areas of the face such as the 
brow bones, inner eye and tops of cheekbones.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color 

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITCREASE BRUSH
A dense, dome-shaped head for deep shading along the crease 
and outer corner of the eye.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITANGLED LINER BRUSH
A firm angled brush soft enough for lining the eyes and shading 
the lash line yet firm enough for shaping and defining the 
brows.

HAIR TYPE
Synthetic hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color 

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITPRO DETAIL BRUSH
Cone shaped brush with a firm, tapered head for maximum 
control. Designed for detailing work such as refining the 
edges of eye shadow, eyeliner and lip liner applications. An 
exceptional tool for lining, blending, and precision lip color 
applications.

HAIR TYPE
Goat hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITRETRACTABLE LIP BRUSH
Flat brush with a tapered tip ideal for application of lip color. 
The aluminum body is weighted for balance and features a 
retractable head convenient for travel.

HAIR TYPE
Synthetic hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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Developed by Eddie Funkhouser Thoughtfully designed for most 
efficient, easy to use applications 
- and promoting more creative 
applications of makeup

Artisan Crafted Hand made to exacting standards for 
studio grade performance

Hand-scored hair Expertly-sculpted brush heads for 
more precise applications of color 

Hand-dyed Hair Dyed unique ombre tint for a chic look

Premium aluminum ferrules Superior balance, lighter weight, less 
shedding

Multi-layer Lacquer Treatment Seals hardwood handles for 
exceptional durability and lasting 
beauty

FEATURE    BENEFITSTAINLESS STEEL LASH COMB | BROW BRUSH
Flat brush with a tapered tip ideal for application of lip color. 
The aluminum body is weighted for balance and features a 
retractable head convenient for travel.

HAIR TYPE
Synthetic hair

EDDIE’S INSIDER TIPS
Like all precision instruments of the trade, regular maintenance and care is a 
must. Show your brushes gratitude and respect by taking care of them. Be sure 
to cleanse your brushes after each use.

CARE AND CLEANING
Apply Brush Cleaner to a towel and, using a circular motion and gentle pressure, work bristles against 
towel where Brush Cleaner was applied until brush becomes completely clean. Lay flat to dry.
For a quick clean-and-dry solution, use a spray pump to lightly mist bristles with Brush Cleaner. Using a 
circular motion and gentle pressure, sweep bristles against towel until brush comes completely clean.
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We’ll proudly admit that we’re major drugstore beauty junkies, which makes 
today practically a cause for celebration. Rite Aid is stepping up its makeup 
game, Women’s Wear Daily reports, incorporating a selection of premium 
beauty brands in a special section called Beauty Vision.

The curated collection of products will be unique to each store, but you can 
expect to find brands like Senna Cosmetics, Alison Raffaele Cosmetics, Eddie 
Funkhouser and Beautyblender (the maker of those teardrop-shaped makeup 
sponges we love so much). There will also be a “nail bar” with all the trendi-
est nail polish colors each season.

Rite Aid might not be the most glamorous store, but incorporating a sleeker 
beauty selection helps it compete with the other drugstores that are already 
doing so. Walgreens now has its Look Boutique, while beloved New York 
chain Duane Reade started stocking brands like Too Faced, Pop Beauty and La 
Roche-Posay in its revamped beauty section in 2009.

Rite Aid is going one step further by employing a team of Beauty Vision 
advisers, store associates who can help shoppers find certain products and 
color matches (not unlike the helpful staff at Sephora, we imagine).

In other words: This is great news for drugstore beauty junkies like us. Sorry, 
Sephora, you just got one more store to compete with for our love.

CRITICAL MASS: RITE AID 
PUSHES UPWARD

WOMENS WEAR DAILY | NOV, 2013 | PRINT + DIGITAL | CIRCULATION: 59K 
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WALL STREET JOURNAL | JUNE, 2014 | DIGITAL 

NEW YORK, June 11, 2014 /PRNewswire 

Beauty and packaging professionals gathered at HBA Global, at the Jacob K. 
Javits Convention Center in New York, on June 11, 2014, to learn the winners 
of the International Package Design Awards (IPDA) competition. Trae Bodge, 
Senior Lifestyle Editor of The Real Deal, served as awards host. As the only 
design competition that celebrates the year’s most innovative packaging in 
all beauty product categories, entries in this year competition were received 
from major brands, niche players and independent companies from all over 
the world.

The following winners were chosen by the Judging Committee--packaging 
professionals, brand experts, designers, and members of the media--based 
on originality, design concept, creative use of new materials, components 
and decorating processes, technical competency and effective brand mes-
saging.

The Grand Award Winner and category leader for Personal Care Mass was: 
Theodent Kids by Theodent LLC; submitted by Theodent LLC.

The other IPDA 2014 Category Winners include:

   -- Quattro Variable Lash Mascara by EDDIE FUNKHOUSER(R) for Cosmetic
       Mass 
   -- Flickable Luxe Lip Gloss by Flickable for Cosmetics Prestige 
   -- SUNTUOSA by ESIKA for Fragrance Mass 
   -- CLIQUE by Roble by Brands With Purpose for Fragrance Prestige 
   -- Satinique Custom Hair Care by Amway Corporation for Hair Care
   -- Verso Skincare by Selego AB for Skin Care Product Line 
   -- Shimmer Strips All-in-1 Custom Nude Palette for Face & Eyes by 
      Phcians 
      Formula for Innovations in Sustainable Packaging 
   -- Redken Diamond Oil by L’Oreal for Sampling/Travel Size 
   -- iluminage Skin Smoothing Laser by Iluminage Beauty for Tools/At-Home 
      Devices 

OUTSTANDING PACKAGING DESIGN 
RECOGNIZED AT HBA GLOBAL
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CBS | JUNE, 2014 | TELEVISION  

Gorgeous! 

Laura Prepon arrives at Late Night With David Letterman wearing EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER Luxlight Hydrating Primer - Candlelight and Hyperreal Hy-
drating Lip Gloss - Love Rush. 

Makeup by Leyda Makeup Artist & Esthetician 
www.eddiefunkhouser.com

LATE SHOW WITH DAVID LETTERMAN: LAURA 
PREPON
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Each year, HBA Global honors the best in beauty and personal care 
packaging at the International Package Design Awards. At a ceremony held 
on June 11, 2014, beauty and packaging professionals gathered to learn the 
winners of the 2014 IPDA Competition.
The following winners were chosen by the Judging Committee – packaging 
professionals, brand experts, designers, and members of the media – based 
on originality, design concept, creative use of new materials, components 
and decorating processes, technical competency and effective brand 
messaging.
Congratulations to the 2014 IPDA Winners!

COSMETICS MASS — WINNER! Quattro Variable Lash Mascara 
by EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®

2014 INTERNATIONAL PACKAGE 
DESIGN AWARDS (IPDA)

CANON TRADE SHOWS | JUNE, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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Eddie Funkhouser has earned a venerable reputation in the beauty industry over the past decade as a ground-breaking professional makeup artist, in-
novative product and formula designer, and highly sought-after creative consultant. He has been engaged in all aspects of the beauty business, so we 
obviously cornered him and grilled him about his best beauty tips, and how to look pretty everyday–even at the office in the worst fluorescent lighting. 
(Hey, a girl can dream!)

Over the years, have you learned anything about makeup that has changed your technique? 

Absolutely.  In my years of experience as a makeup artist I have been lucky enough to work with real women (not just models and celebs).  This has had 
a huge effect on my technique and the way I develop products.  I think I have a more balanced approach to makeup because of this, and the products I 
develop have much more practicality to them and are user-friendly to the everyday woman.

Are there any tips, tricks, or guidelines you follow that few people know about? 

Bring at least one statement to every look. I consider all rules but I also LIVE to break them. I stay true to being an artist by putting my twist on things. 
That could mean a fuchsia lip in the winter or a dark berry lip in the Spring.

If you want to play up a woman’s natural beauty without making her look overdone, can you describe a fool-proof step-by-step makeup routine? (It 
seems like such a silly question, but we feel like it’s so tough to master the perfect “naturally pretty” look!)

Highlighting and Contouring is the best way to play up your natural beauty.  I just shot a video on Highlighting and Conturing. Check it out on YouTube!  
If you don’t have time for that I would say Bronzer!  Apply bronzer along the hair line, to the temples, in the valley of the cheek, along the jaw bone and 
down the sides of the nose.

What is the most common mistakes you see women making when it comes to their daily makeup routines? 

I love Mascara and Eye Liner but many women have lost track of how much they actually put on.  It kind of magically went from 0 to 100 over the years.  
Make sure your application is not so heavy it ages you. Softening  your application will make you look more youthful.

Also, what’s the best way to look good in terrible fluorescent lighting?

An umbrella! LOL Why do they even make fluorescent lighting still?  Seriously though, stick to earth tones and use a bronzer to avoid being washed out.

If you had to choose between a smokey eye and a bold lip–what would it be? We know it’s a heartbreaking decision. 

A smokey eye.  I think a smokey eye is the epitome of glamour and beauty.  And a nude lip is the perfect match!

What is the one product a woman should ALWAYS have in her purse, no matter what? 

Concealer, then Mascara, then Lip Gloss.

Concealer will beautify and leave you looking like a natural beauty. Mascara brings attention to your eyes and that’s where you want people looking! Lip 
Gloss creates fullness and is youthful.

Eddie Funkhouser has created his own line of incredibly high-quality cosmetics, on sale at Gloss48 at 11am ET/8am PT on February 24. Click here to start 
shopping!

Have more questions about makeup? Join our twitter party and chat with Eddie Funkhouser yourself! It’s on Tuesday at 8pm ET/5pm PT. Just use #Gloss-
Chat — see you there my pretties!

HOW TO PLAY UP YOUR 
NATURAL BEAUTY

GLOSS48 | FEB, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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2014’s Oscar-nominated films were groundbreaking and unprecedented, like 
nothing we’ve seen before. But . . . the same cannot be said about the hair, 
makeup, and dresses. There were a lot of tousled waves, smokey eyes, nude 
lips, and black gowns. But I’m not mad. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it, amirite? 
That said, the actresses who really made my jaw drop had a little something 
extra goin’ on with their cosmetics. I broke down their looks so that you can 
get red carpet ready too (even if you’re just heading to Starbucks).

Okay, there may not be anything truly spectacular about Charlize’s makeup, 
but her face is just SO spectacularly gorgeous that she was impossible to 
ignore. Her pixie cut is slicked back with an elegant side part to ensure that 
all eyes land on her stunning face, and LAWD is it stunning! This is classic 
Hollywood glamour at its absolute best, ladies. Truly, I actually gasped when 
I saw her. Is she really human? I have my doubts.

Get the look:

1. There is probably only one way to get Charlize’s porcelain complexion: 
never set foot in the sun and get a $1000 facial every week. For the rest of us, 
there’s Allison Raffaele Reality Base Foundation: it’s totally weightless and 
has a gorgeous satin finish.

2. Apply Julie Hewett Cheekie Cheek and Lip Shine in Destiny to the lips and 
cheeks for a rosy glow.

3. Top your lips off with Evelyn Iona Natural and Organic Lip Gloss, which is 
creamy and luscious without being sticky in the least. It’s safe enough to eat–
and you’ll be tempted to eat it because it smells like vanilla frosting! (Our 
Evelyn Iona sale begins this Thursday, March 6 at 11am ET/8am PT–don’t 
forget to come back and shop!)

4. Apply EDDIE FUNKHOUSER Eye Gloss in Light Pink to the entire lid, as 
well as the inner corner’s of the eye. This makes your eyes sparkle–it’s shim-
mery and shiny but looks very natural.

5. Here’s where the magic happens. Use EDDIE FUNKHOUSER’s liquid liner 
to line the entire top lash line. Don’t flick it out the ends–this is not a cat eye. 
Now, apply Eddie’s amazing mascara on Level 4 to achieve the most dra-
matic lashes possible. (I don’t recommend fake lashes for real life situations 
because they look just that: fake.)

GET THE LOOK: STANDOUT 
MAKEUP AT THE OSCARS

GLOSS48 | MAR, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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With so many mascaras out there, you would think it would be easy to find 
one you love. 
Unfortunately, amazing mascaras are hard to find. 
I’m a girl with high expectations; I want length, volume and all-day curl with-
out flakes, clumps or smudging. 
And I want all of that in an inexpensive, easy to purchase mascara! 

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA

“Eddie Funkhouser is a new guy on the block. He’s a makeup artist that has 
been in the business for years and now he’s created his own line. The EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER Quattro Variable Lash Mascara is unique in its wand. There 
are 4 setting so you can use the same mascara and get different amounts of 
volume, definition and length.”

-Marcia, Beauty Info Zone

33 AMAZING MASCARAS 
BEAUTY BLOGGERS LOVE

BABBLE | JAN, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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EDDIE FUNKHOUSER is a makeup artist that just recently launched his own brand by the same name.  Prestige 
quality available at the drugstore is the focus of the brand.  The simple but chic packaging houses amazing product.  
I have a few different things to show you today, so get ready!

“Eddie developed his eponymous cosmetic line in an effort to blur the conventional lines drawn between mass and 
prestige beauty products by offering up the industry’s finest-crafted formulas, edge-of-the-art shades and stunning 
effects and finishes – all at an unprecedented value for customers everywhere.” 

 Quattro Variable Lash Mascara ($12.99)
This mascara has 4 different settings.  You can turn the top of the mascara handle and the flexible want twists to 
create a different shape brush.  Pretty innovative, right?  The idea is to be able to customize your look.  The detail 
page of the mascara gives an example of doing two coats at the 1 dial ad then for extreme drama doing a third coat 
on the 4 dial.
• = Lengthens and separates for a natural lash look
•• = Enhances fullness and curl
••• = Boosts lash density and extends
•••• = Amplifies lashes for ultimate length, volume and curl
Allow each coat to thoroughly dry prior to each additional coat.

This mascara is formulated with waxes and polymers to condition the lashes.  It creates fullness and without flak-
ing, clumping or smudging.

Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus ($10.99)
This is a tapered brush tipped eye lining stylus that creates a perfect straight edge every time.  It is a precision liner 
and can create a thin to thick like depending on the pressure you apply to the brush when drawing it on.  It boasts a 
quick drying, no fade formula and is super black!

Hyperreal Nourishing Lip Color in Innuendo ($11.99)
This is a next level on your traditional lipstick. 
It has intense pigments and extreme hydration all while being a lightweight formula.  The creamy formula is 
enriched with flower and mango fruit extracts and Vitamins C and E to keep lips looking luscious long after applica-
tion.  The shade in the photo is Innuendo, a neutral/nude warm mauve.

Hyperreal Eye Color Palette in Ultimate Smoky Eye
This was probably the most exciting of the bunch to me!  Each of these quads has perfectly paired shades.  Each 
one can create a variety of looks ranging from natural to dramatic.  Premium micro-milled pigments make for a 
silky smooth application. Available in matte, pearl, iridescent and shimmer for multidimensional finishes.  They 
blend beautifully and are just gorgeous.

The swatches from this palette are amazing.  I can’t believe the color payoff I got on my fingertips with one swipe.  
That is the true test to me, when I can run my fingertip over an eyeshadow once and get anywhere near these 
results I am always amazed.

I swatched everything side by side so you could see all the textures and finishes of everything besides the mascara.  
I drew three different lines of the liner to show you how versatile it really is.  I was having a terrible time outside 
that day trying to get these photos taken.  The sun was coming and going and the pollen was out of control.  You 
may be able to see pollen on the packaging in some of these pics.  Either way, gorgeous products!

I used all of these products together today to create a look that I consider appropriate for a ton of different occa-
sions.  This is a look that I could essentially wear daily, and I do.  The placement of the shadows are for a more 
wearable look but it could easily have been used with the darker shades on the lid and the shimmery shade to 
blend out the crease.
So if you haven’t tried EDDIE FUNKHOUSER you need to get out and do it.  You wont regret it one bit!  I am looking 
forward to getting my hand on more of the eyeshadow quads!

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER 
COSMETICS

MY NEWEST ADDICTION | MARCH, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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I don’t wear much makeup, even though I do own a shit ton. It’s pretty ridicu-
lous, but I can’t leave Sephora without a handful of beautifully packaged, 
interesting products. So in the spirit of spring, I’ve cleaned out my beauty 
drawer and selected to leave only items that definitely deserve some love 
this season. — Rachel 

As the temperature goes up, the amount of face makeup you apply should 
go down. 

In spring, I don’t quite have that “no makeup needed” sun-kissed skin just 
yet (side note: kidding, I never have that), so I like to dab on a little concealer 
and powder, then hit the pavement.

This 4-way formula, designed to neutralize redness, also corrects dark 
circles, brightens and lasts for 16 hours.

SPRING MAKEUP PICKS FOR 
PRETTY MUCH EVERYONE

SHK MAGAZINE | MAR, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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Hey Loves, 

Let me start off by saying, this post about Eddie Funkhouser Cosmetics has been long overdue. I received 
these products MONTHS ago and have been bragging about them to anyone who would listen but I just 
didn’t have the time to put the post together. Well, finally it’s here and I get to tell you all about some new 
beauty products that hit my makeup stash.

A few months ago I “met” Eddie Funkhouser over twitter right around the time he launched his new 
makeup line in stores and not just stores BUT local drugstores! For those of you who don’t know who 
Eddie is, you should really get to know him. Longtime makeup artist who’s personal mission is to “help 
women reconnect with their own, natural beauty and source energy through the exploration of color and 
creativity”. His crew was nice enough to send me over some products to try out and I am happy to tell you 
all, I love them!

Chromographic Lip Color: in “Strip Search” 

How perfect is this color? This bright magenta is so much fun for this time of year. You wouldn’t believe 
how smooth this lipstick goes on. This little tube of heaven contains vitamin E, which works as an antioxi-
dant and nourishes your lips. Along with the mango fruit extract which conditions and smoothes the skin.

Chromographic Eye Gloss: in “Magic Hour” 

I have never used a product like this, so the first time I opened it-I thought it was a lipgloss. BUT, no! It’s for 
your eyes. Well, I guess you can think of it as lipgloss for your eyes? This pretty iridescent gold, can work 
with any skin tone. You can apply a little for a nice glowy effect or apply a few coats for a super glossy 
look. This product also contains vitamin E, C and A. Along with Aloe Vera for soothing and conditioning.

Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus: in Absolute Black

So, this product looks overly used because, that’s exactly what happened. I haven’t stopped using this 
liner. The PERFECT precision tip will help you achieve that slick cat eye with ease. This liner is long wear 
and I know because I have worn it for over 8 hours and it DOES NOT FADE. 

Quattro Variable Lash Mascara: in Absolute Black

The first time I wore this mascara to work, I had 4 people tell me how long my eyelashes look. I am so 
amazed by this mascara. It has such a build able formula which allows you to pile it on and if you are like 
me, you never leave the house without at least 3 coats of mascara on. The product didn’t clump and it 
made my lashes look amazing. With it’s unique “FX DIAL” you can achieve 4 different levels of application! 
This is a must have!

Graffiti Liquid Liner: in “Haze”

I only “played” with this liner once and I couldn’t believe how fun it was. I wouldn’t normally swipe on a 
purple glittery liner but the shine of this product was extremely pretty. This is a product that I would use if 
I wanted to add just a little flare to my look. The day I used it, I totally forgot I had it on and went to sleep 
with it. The next morning, I woke up with it still in place! 
You can find Eddie Funkhouser Cosmetics at some of your local drugstores or online at EddieFunkhouser.
com - check out the website for the new line, some makeup inspiration and just all around awesomeness. 
You can also follow Eddie himself on twitter @EddieFunkhouser and he will gladly answer any questions 
you have about anything. I love people who are personable over social media and he is a total doll. Big 
shout out to his clan who sent me the goodies!

BEAUTY REVIEW: EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER COSMETICS

FASHION BEAUTY JUNKIE | MAR, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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I would see it all the time in Fashion Week photos, in high-fashion editorials, 
and on the eyes of every female pop star during the early 2000s. I’m talk-
ing eye gloss: that sultry look that seems achievable only by the hand of a 
makeup artist and on the pages of some oversized fashion magazine. 

At least in the editorial sense, it seems that glossing the eye was some chic, 
theatrical way to emphasize a model’s eyes for a stunning albeit ephemeral 
look. I beheld it as the same daunting concept as liquid latex makeup: some-
thing best left to professionals (and George Romero). 

...If you aren’t satisfied with a clear shine but you don’t want to get all J.Lo 
circa her Glow campaign just yet, Eddie Funkhouser Chromographic Eye 
Gloss is a good step up.

I tried out Magic Hour, which is a lovely golden peach color. It comes in what 
appears to be a lip-gloss tube, with the familiar doe foot applicator. It pretty 
much acts as such, which is why a light hand is best. 

I lightly dabbed it onto my eyelid--only the mobile lid--making sure not to 
get into crease territory, blending lightly with my fingertips into the inner 
corners for a highlight. 

You can use this a highlighter as well, swiping a tiny bit under your brow 
arch and on top of your cheekbones for a hit of glimmer.

EYE GLOSS: 4 WAYS TO GET  RIDICULOUSLY 
CHIC, GLEAMING LIDS

XOVAIN | APRIL, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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Wantable, Inc., a leading discovery service for makeup, accessories, and intimates, announces its 
May Box.

Milwaukee, WI (PRWEB) April 24, 2014

Wantable, Inc., a leading discovery service for makeup, accessories, and intimates announces its 
May Box. The new box features makeup brands like Eddie Funkhouser, Mirabella, Vincent Longo, 
and ncLA, along with intimates brands like GOGO by Therafirm, Rhonda Shear, Honeydew Inti-
mates, and CASS.

Wantable’s in-house Beauty Editor, Teresa ‘T’ Sammarco, is May’s makeup expert. T has worked 
with Wantable since its inception and her work has been featured internationally in magazines, 
music videos, and films. She recently finished working with Sean Astin, Mimi Rogers, and Chris 
Mulkey on the Feature Film The Surface, which will be released later this year. She also worked on 
the newly released Skillet music video, Not Gonna Die. Her work has been featured in Glamour 
Magazine, Prestige Magazine Hong Kong, and Culture Magazine Australia.

Wantable welcomes Vincent Longo to May Makeup Boxes and will feature their eye shadow trios 
in both timeless and trendy colors. Newcomer Eddie Funkhouser will showcase a hydrating primer 
and a bronzing powder. Another fresh face for Wantable’s May Makeup Box is Mirabella. Want-
able will offer Mirabella lipsticks and liners in everything from nude to bright pink along with a 
highlighting powder. Finally, Wantable will feature ncLA nail lacquers from their new JetSetter 
Collection.

May Accessory Boxes are filled with pastels and bold colors along with sleek metals in a variety of 
finishes. Sam from YouTube’s SamanthaSchuerman joins as this month’s guest accessory stylist. 
As a former hairstylist and makeup artist, Sam “loves finding the latest fashion accessories and is 
excited to be on board with Wantable.”

Intimates Boxes contain both sexy and basic pieces. New from Honeydew Intimates are panties 
and camis. Rhonda Shear is back with reversible soft bras. GOGO by Therafirm is new to Wantable 
this month with footless pantyhose that wrap your legs in soft, light gradient compression. Fashion 
maven, Cynthia Rowley is also on board no-show socks. Finally, Wantable will feature silk panties 
from Mary Green, and new items from Betsey Johnson, K. Bell, and OnGossamer.

Wantable, Inc.’s May boxes are available at http://www.wantable.com from April 24 to May 23.

About Wantable, Inc.

Wantable, Inc. matches customers with the perfect products by allowing each customer to create 
their own unique profile of product and personality preferences. This data is used to introduce cus-
tomers to assortments of products perfectly suited to their personal taste and style. Each month, 
in-house and guest experts hand-pick beauty, accessories, and intimates from hundreds of quality 
boutique, specialty, and premium vendors to ensure that each box is filled with the best on-trend 
items every month. Wantable boxes are available for $40 each or customers can sign up for a 
monthly subscription for $36/month.

Wantable, Inc. boasts more than 23 full time employees working in Milwaukee’s Third Ward includ-
ing Jalem Getz, founder and president. Prior to Wantable, Inc., Mr. Getz founded BUYSEASONS, 
Inc. in 1999, and served as President and CEO until December 2010. BUYSEASONS and BUYCOS-
TUMES are the largest online retailer and supplier of costumes and party supplies. Prior to starting 
BUYSEASONS, Getz co-founded specialty retail company, GMI in 1995. GMI quickly became one of 
Wisconsin’s fastest growing companies and the largest seasonal retailer in Milwaukee.

WANTABLE, INC ANNOUNCES ITS MAY BOX

PR WEB | APRIL, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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Eddie Funkhouser has managed to impress me and then some with products 
from his line of high-end prestige products that are available at prices that 
won’t break your budget. I’ve been having a lot of fun playing with the Ed-
die Funkhouser lipsticks, eyeshadows, and primer, as well as the Hyperreal 
Hydrating Lip Gloss in Belle Du Jour.

This beautiful fuchsia is right up my alley!

In my younger days I would barely ever look at a brightly colored lip product, 
preferring my light pinks and tans. Oh, what a collection of those colors I had 
at my disposal. It’s interesting how your tastes change over time and now I 
want all bright! All the time!

Belle Du Jour delivers that brightness, and in a formula that is lightweight 
and not goopy at all. Just say no to goopy gloss!

The soothing and hydrating ingredients in this gloss include Aloe Vera and 
Vitamins E, C, and A. While no gloss will last an inordinate amount of time, 
the Eddie Funkhouser Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss won’t fly off off of your 
lips within an hour, and that’s a good thing.

My Final Thoughts: Eddie Funkhouser managed to win me over with a col-
lection of high quality beauty items at affordable prices. If you’re a lip gloss 
lover, check out his Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss in Belle Du Jour, which 
adds gorgeous shine and color.

Rating: A

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER HYPERREAL HYDRATING 
LIP GLOSS IN BELLE DE JOUR

PAINTED-LADIES | APR, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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Wantable is pleased to welcome eclectic and creative newcomer, EDDIE FUNKHOUSER, to Wantable makeup 
boxes! Not only are EDDIE FUNKHOUSER’s products fun and colorful, but they also challenge women to embrace 
their uniqueness and inspire the world around them. Wantable had the pleasure of speaking directly with the man 
behind the brand and was struck by Eddie’s deep passion for beauty, design, and expression. We felt truly inspired 
by his message and hope that you do, too!

W: Was designing your own brand something that you’ve always wanted to do? 

For years now, I have been working on building brands with my partner and co-founder, Kai Kaden, the true wizard 
behind the curtain. Kidding. Sort of kidding. We have a true partnership and are a complement to one another so I 
cannot take all the credit. We have been working together developing and designing beauty brands over the past 
15 years. So the time was right to take the sum of those experiences and work on something that was our own. 
With EDDIE FUNKHOUSER, we created a brand that we hope will share more of who we are with our growing fan 
base. Our ultimate goal is to inspire and encourage all who encounter our brand to express their authentic selves 
creatively. This is true beauty.

W: What makes EDDIE FUNKHOUSER different than other makeup brands? 
 
I’m one of the few male makeup artists today who is also a seasoned product developer and global beauty brand 
expert. My years of working in the industry as a product developer made it possible for me to create high perfor-
mance, studio grade formulas at an unprecedented value. All of my cosmetics are under $15.00 yet perform like 
prestige products. No one else is doing this quite the way that we are! 
But even more important is establishing and maintaining relationships with my customer. I want to be totally ac-
cessible to them for advice, tips, tricks, techniques and general encouragement. I never take a customer for granted.

W: If you could describe the EDDIE FUNKHOUSER brand in one word, what would it be? 

Badass. Is that two words? Seriously though... Accessible, both through price point and function. 

I also have made it my mission to be accessible to my customer by connecting with her as often as I can through 
my blog, social media channels, and the ‘askeddie’ email on each product page.

W: Describe the woman who uses your product. What do you hope she achieves by doing so?

The woman who uses our product is every woman! I am lucky enough to have customers of all ages and lifestyles. 
There is no one type of customer! I have an amazing community of fans who are so unique and diverse. 

I see my customer as independent, empowered, and supportive of their friends who strive to make a difference in 
their lives and in the world. Do I expect this to come from simply using my makeup? No, but I promise to inspire 
and encourage her journey through my brand message. 

W: How do you manage to create finely  crafted formulas at such great value?

If I told you that, I would have to ask my alien friends to abduct you and erase your mind!

Over the years, I have created some enduring relationships in the beauty industry. And I have been fortunate 
enough to find people who share a common vision   and who have helped me realize some of my goals and 
dreams.

W: Out of the EDDIE FUNKHOUSER products that Wantable carries, which are you most excited to introduce to 
customers?

The EDDIE FUNKHOUSER “essentials”. These are the products I can’t live without:

Ultra Definition Bronze & Sculpt Powder Luxlight Hydrating Primer
Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus Luxlight Illuminator Catchlight
Ultimate Smoky Eye Palette 
 
The Luxlight Hydrating Primer is one of my top sellers and has an amazing formula with jojoba oil and Vitamins 
A, C, and E that is both hydrating and conditioning. It is a luminous primer, so you can wear it alone for a dewy 
radiance or as a base for your foundation. ‘Luxlight’ refers to the soft focus finish effect that gives a diffused look—
meaning it minimizes pores and blemishes—ideal for Instagram selfies!

UP CLOSE WITH EDDIE FUNKHOUSER

WANTABLE | MAY, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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Ah, the Met Gala. I never know when it’s coming until my Instagram is flooded with the most 
gorgeous women I’ve ever seen in my life, all wearing edgy, artsy outfits and avant garde hair and 
makeup. When the glorious day occurs, I do a little victory dance every time. Does it get any better 
than this, beauty junkies? 

The answer is nope, it does not. While the beauty game at the Oscars this year was a bit of a 
snooze (albeit a very elegant snooze), a few leading ladies tested some serious boundaries with 
their makeup at the Met. These three divas came out on top, in my very professional opinion.

Cara, Cara, Cara. Every girl’s girl crush. You know how I know I am head over heels in love with her 
makeup? It seriously made me rethink my whole daily look. My internal dialogue when I first laid 
eyes on her went a little something like this: “Why not throw on a little eyeliner, Brit? And while 
you’re at it, some smokey shadow? It would only take 5 extra minutes–you can totally do that 
every day.” Prob actch not. (Probably actually not.) But this is just the ultimate cool girl face, espe-
cially paired with the messy, partially braided hair. (I picture her saying, “What? My hair is braided? 
Oh weird, look at that… #iwokeuplikethis. But, I guess I’ll just go with it?”) Fast forward one week 
and two thirds of the female population will be rocking this ‘do. Mark my words!

Get the look:

1. Dust Painted Earth Silk Radiance Mineral High Lite Powder in Seychelle along orbital bone, cen-
ter of nose, cupid’s bow, and a teensy bit on your forehead.

2. Cara’s lips make this look extra edgy. Darker in the center and basically matte, they look like they 
could very well be naked. But we know they’re not; even supermodels don’t wake up with that 
color. Use Cailyn Cosmetics tinted lip balm to mimic this look. If you’re like me and can’t bare to 
live life without a gloss, top it off with this Haughty Cosmetics lip shine.

3. Eddie Funkhouser eyeliner is the best ever. Get it. Use it. Then smoke it out with this shadow 
palette by Haughty Cosmetics.

4. Contour with a matte bronzer like this one from Tat2u, which lasts forever.

5. This blush from Tat2u is the perfect purplish pink. Plus the shade is called, “High Maintenance,” 
which I obviously love. Apply just a touch to the apples of your cheeks.

And...who IS Rita Ora? What is she from? Have I been living under a rock? This woman is ev-er-y-
thang. She knows how to mix classic makeup (red lip and a cat eye) with modern drama (gold leaf 
side part, over-the-top lashes). She is just pure Met Gala perfection. #owningit

Get the look:
1. Again, this is best eyeliner ever. So easy to use and won’t budge. Eddie Funkhouser, thank you 
sir. I commend you. Pair with Drama Lashes by Rain Cosmetics. Keep the eyeshadow minimal–just 
a touch of nude shimmer. Brows must be flawless.

2. If you’re a gloss48 gal, you know how I feel about this red lippie by 29 Cosmetics. It’s called Sin-
fully Zin and it is the ultimate. This shade works on every complexion, and never dries out as it’s 
enriched with grapeseed extract. Sa-weet.

3. If you’re not glowy enough, this look has the potentially to be very stale indeed. Illuminator is 
the name of the game, but PUH-LEASE don’t use anything with shimmery specks. You’re already 
rocking serious eye and lip makeup and glitter could take you into drag queen territory. That’s why 
this illuminating pen by Eddie Funkhouser is your new best friend. It reflects light without looking 
shimmery. Yep, just like the YSL touche eclat–but a fraction of the price and I’ve found it actually 
lasts longer as well.

4. Contour it up with this Mineral Trio in Beyond Bronze by SENNA Cosmetics.

GET THE LOOK: STANDOUT MAKEUP AT THE 
MET GALA

GLOSS48 | MAY, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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I asked my friend Eddie Funkhouser to help us out with creating a Boudoir Beautiful makeup look 
on our own.  His products are beyond compare and best of all we’ve got the inside scoop- thank 
you Eddie!

#ASKEDDIE

You have a photo shoot coming up! How exciting! Before selecting the products that are going 
to create the perfect look for your shoot, it is important to take care of your skin. Exfoliate in the 
days leading up to your shoot, drink plenty of fluids, and moisturize!  Now that you have glowing, 
healthy skin, let’s talk MAKEUP!

Step 1 – Primer
My Luxlight Hydrating Primer is an amazing formula with jojoba oil, Vitamins A, C and E, it 
hydrates and conditions. It is a luminous primer, ‘Luxlight’ gives you a soft-focus finish effect that 
minimizes pores and blemishes – ideal for a photo shoot.

PRO TIP: Apply Luxlight Hydrating Primer to your decolletage, arms, and legs for a more even, 
toned look.

Step 2 – Foundation
Whether you use creme, liquid or powder foundation, highlighting and contouring is important to 
bring out your natural features. Check out my Highlight & Contour video for tips!

Use a concealer to neutralize any redness, correct dark circles, brighten & conceal and soften the 
appearance of fine lines.

PRO TIP: Blend your foundation into your neckline for a seamless transition from your face to your 
neck & decolletage.

Now let’s talk powder. Powder not only sets your foundation – it make the difference between a 
beautiful photo and just a photo. My Ultra Definition Perfecting Powder is an advanced, micro-
milled translucent powder, it comes in one universal shade and contains ultra fine color-correcting 
pigments designed to cancel out redness, brighten complexion and even skin tone and provides a 
matte finish that will look beautiful in print.

Step 3 – Eyes
I like to say rules were meant to be broken, but a simple, elegant look will never go out of style, 
giving you timeless and classic pictures. Smokey Eyes, Cat Eyes – you can’t go wrong with either 
of these!

If smokey eyes are your preference, try my Hyperreal Eye Color Palettes. Most smokey eyes are 
created with light and dark earthtones, but you can add a little color – try a smokey eye with my 
Bedroom Eyes Palette! Sexy and sultry is the name of the game so turn on the drama.

ARTICLE TRUNCATED. ORIGINAL AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

5 EASY STEPS TO A BOUDOIR BEAUTIFUL 
LOOK BY VISIONARY MAKEUP ARTIST EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER

LORIBERKOWITZPHOTO | MAY, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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This story started in April when I received my April Wantable* box. Inside was an eye shadow 
palette by Eddie Funkhouser. I had honestly never heard of the brand before but the colors were 
gorgeous, were the perfect shades and they were so nice on my eyes. I was intrigued so I started 
looking around for more information on the product line. 

Wantable hosted a twitter chat with Eddie that I went to. It was also my very first twitter chat like 
that. Admittedly I am new to the world of social media outside of Facebook which I typically use to 
just keep in contact with friends and family. The experience was fun and it was nice getting to know 
a little bit about the man behind the brand. At the end of the chat the participants got a coupon 
code to use and use it I did! I knew I loved the product I did own and wanted to try more! 

Two blushes I received were the Ultra Intensity Cheek Color’s in Sidestreet Blossom (top left) and 
Peep Show (bottom right). These blushes are stunning. They are very pigmented, smooth and 
buttery. Because of the pigmentation, a little goes a long way. I have very dry skin and they did not 
cling to any dry patches nor did they appear powdery or cakey. The colors are gorgeous for my 
light skin tone and I think with how pigmented they are would be great for any skin tone.

The bronzer is the perfect shade. Depending upon how you swirl your brush in the colors you can 
get a lighter or darker tone. Sometimes I use bronzers as my blush and this would be perfect for 
that as well. It has a slight glow to it that the swatch just doesn’t pick up. It’s not quite a shimmer 
and it’s definitely not matte. It has a slight sheen and it is just stunning on the face. I typically use a 
cheek bone highlight as well but instead I just picked up a little of the lighter color to use. Overall, I 
love it. I love the versatility and I love the finish. It has quickly become my new favorite bronzer.

These eye shadows are very creamy. Headliner is not as pigmented as the other three but I used it 
as a base eye shadow shade and it worked well. My favorite in the quad is definitely Center Stage. 
It has the perfect amount of shimmer to it that makes it a gorgeous lid color. I did find myself wish-
ing there would have been a highlight shade. I typically like a white highlight for the brow bone. 
Since I didn’t have one I used the lightest shade from the bronzer which by itself is a gorgeous 
warm highlight and worked ok. 

Eddie Funkhouser also has single eye shadows though there isn’t any shades that I would typically 
choose as a highlight. The closest would be Silver Lining but I’d have to see a swatch or try it out 
to know for sure. There is a really pretty shade in the Bedroom Eyes eye shadow quad called Coy 
that is described as a shimmering frost white. They also have a product called Chromagraphic Eye 
Gloss that looks like it would be stunning as well. I have added all three to my shopping list to try! 
There are also pigments, eye liners and mascaras.

Now the lippies. I wanted to try the formula so I chose two colors that I would wear daily. I tend 
to like mauve toned nudes. You know, the your lips but better colors. So for the lipstick I chose the 
Hyperreal Nourishing Lip Color in Innuendo. For the lip gloss I chose something a bit more coral 
toned for the summer. The lip stick is so buttery. It feels good on my lips, almost like a lip gloss but 
it looks like a lipstick and the color was exactly what I was looking for. The quality is amazing. With 
the gloss on top it added a very pretty shine. The gloss is the Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss in Love 
Rush. It isn’t too thick, tacky or glittery. There is also a Chromographic Lip Color  that I want to try.

On a side note, the very few times I have messaged a brand on social media, the responses (if I 
even received one) were slow and scripted. When I received my order one of the products had 
been affected by the heat and shipping. As with any new company, they are still working out a few 
kinks on the website and I reached out to Eddie Funkhouser and Eddie responded personally and 
put me in contact with someone that could help. The problem was resolved immediately and Eddie 
Funkhouser cosmetics went above and beyond. On the website under the About Eddie section it 
says

#ASKEDDIE represents the EDDIE FUNKHOUSER message of accessibility and Eddie’s personal 
mission to connect directly with his customer as often as he can so that he can continue to do what 
he enjoys most about makeup–teaching, sharing, and exploring.

From my personal experience, this is absolutely true. Every time I have contacted Eddie Funkhous-
er, he has personally responded. Overall, I absolutely love the products in the line that I have tried 
and look forward to trying and reviewing more products. I am very impressed by the customer 
service experience I had and the personability that Eddie has. I will most definitely be trying more 
products in the future and highly recommend them! 

THE ONE WITH EDDIE FUNKHOUSER 
COSMETICS

KARISSALEANNE | MAY, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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It’s always exciting to introduce you ladies to a new makeup company, and it’s even more exciting that 
today the products I’m showing you were created by a fabulous MUA Eddie Funkhouser. Make up profes-
sionals sure know what works and what doesn’t to make us look like the best versions of ourselves, and I 
feel like I always enjoyed products from MUA-started brands.

Made predominantly in Italy, Eddie Funkhouser products offer minimalist packaging and world-class, 
studio-grade formulas that have the look and performance of prestige cosmetics at drugstore price point. 
Sounds great, doesn’t it? Let’s take a closer look at five products I got to sample: Ultra Definition Bronze 
and Sculpt Powder, Luxlight Revitalizing Foundation, Micromineral Foundation Powder, UD Perfecting 
Powder, and 16 Hour 4 Way Liquid Concealer.

The first product I tried from the bunch was Luxlight Revitalizing Foundation in Fair, which is the lightest 
shade. It’s always so hard for me to find a matching foundation among the US brands, so I often have 
to resort to buying Asian makeup, that comes even in white [yep, literally white]. However, as you can 
see from the arm swatch, Fair looks like a great match for my complexion! I started with a clean face and 
applied two pumps of foundation with a wet beautyblender starting in the middle of my face. The result 
was great! Luxlight Revitalizing Foundation evened out my skin tone, masked the blemishes and mild 
discolorations, and almost completely neutralized the redness on my irritated skin, that is currently having 
a hormonal revolt of some kind.

The foundation provides medium-light coverage and can be easily built up to medium-full without look-
ing cakey. As far as the skin type thing goes, I have combination skin that is oily in the T-zone with dry 
cheeks, and I haven’t experienced any increase in oiliness or accentuated dry spots, so the formula of this 
foundation balanced my skin pretty well. The wear time is decent - I wore it for at least 7 hours before I 
started noticing signs of wear. That’s a good record, considering I didn’t apply any primer for the sake of 
the evaluation.

The second product I used was in 16 Hour 4 Way Liquid Concealer in Light. From seeing the arm swatch 
you think it’s just too crazy orange, but it actually worked really well to brighten up my undereye area. I 
admit that the transformation isn’t as dramatic as some of you might have hoped since my dark circles 
aren’t bad at all, but a little brightening never hurts. The formula is kind of like a thick liquid foundation, but 
once it sets it stays on and won’t budge!

This concealer is waterproof, sweatproof, and long-lasting. I applied it in the morning and it stayed put 
throughout the day until I took off my makeup, and that was well over 12 hours of creaseless wear. In fact, 
the swatch you see didn’t want to come off with soap or with scrub, but don’t let that scare you because 
my makeup remover removed all traces of it very quickly.

Next two products I kind of tried together. I already had my Luxlight Revitalizing Foundation so I just cov-
ered half of my face with Micromineral Foundation Powder in Fair to compare the two sides. As you can 
see, the left part of my face is darker than the right [your POV], that’s the powder foundation at work. It’s 
not an ideal match for me because I’m just way too pale naturally, but I can see it working really well for 
people with Light to Medium complexions. It did settle into pores because I pretty much caked it on top of 
the liquid foundation, but when used alone it provides a nice matte finish.

When worn alone, on my skin it lasted just over 4 hours before I had to blot and re-powder the T-zone. As 
part of the “cake” it lasted all day and didn’t smudge or smear. To set my makeup I used UD Perfecting 
Powder in Gossamer, which is the only shade available. It’s so finely milled, the powder is virtually invis-
ible on the skin, although I could definitely tell that it’s there by how well my makeup stayed put.

Last product is something I don’t normally use but I was still excited to give it a shot since I had the op-
portunity. Ultra Definition Bronze and Sculpt Powder in Medium Terracotta is a bronzer and contouring 
powder in one.

Individually the colors don’t provide much pigmentation and are quite powdery, but once swirled together 
they offer a nice rich medium brown shade that looks great even on the palest skin like mine. It can be a 
challenging task to contour fair skin without looking like you’re dirty, and I’m really not that great at it to 
begin with, but here’s my humble attempt :)

For a more natural look [it’s more natural for me this way, because I like looking like a porcelain doll], here 
is another comparison picture from a different setting; you might recognize this setup from one of my re-
cent posts. For the entire shoot I only used a full coverage foundation with no cheek product at all to make 
sure all focus is on the lipstick. At the end of the shoot, I lightly applied some Ultra Definition Bronze and 
Sculpt Powder under my cheekbones, on my temples, and on the sides of the nose to give my face some 
subtle definition. See how much difference a small dab of product can make?

PUT YOUR BEST FACE FORWARD WITH EDDIE 
FUNKHOUSER COMPLEXION PRODUCTS

GLAMORABLE | JUNE, 2014 | DIGITAL  
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Creative Director, Niz, and I were walking through Rite Aid a couple of weeks ago 
when we noticed that there were several make-up artists doing make overs. One 
caught our eye…. and we just had to investigate. He was obviously leader of the 
pack… 

Yes It was…. 

Eddie Funkhouser, creator of the Eddie Funkhouser cosmetics line. We sat and watched 
and were incredibly impressed with this new line to hit Rite Aid. An upscale - usually 
reserved for the department stores- kind of cosmetics line…. not one you would find in 
a drug store. But there we were with Eddie… his cosmetics line… And in Rite Aid! 

Rite Aid is going uptown and bringing Eddie along for the ride. We had the chance to 
have Eddie come over to Fabulous365 headquarters (AKA: Laura’s House) and tell us 
all about the line, the collaboration and the two products in the line no woman should 
be without. We kept it short and sweet… and then of course we asked Eddie do my 
make-up.  

Laura: Eddie… How did your cosmetics line “EDDIE FUNKHOUSER” end up in Rite 
Aid?
 
Eddie:… Rite Aid is launching major flagship “upscale” stores across the country and 
we were approached and asked to come in as the high end cosmetics line. Of course 
we said yes… and it’s been a major success!
 
Laura: What are your two favorite products in the line that every woman should have?
 
Eddie: EDDIE FUNKHOUSER Quattro Variable Lash Mascara is just about as fabulous 
as it gets. We have an award winning technology that allows you to turn the bottom 
the mascara wand to change the tip. Changing that tip will give you a light to heavy 
coverage. It’s a brilliant technology and an amazing application. The mascara itself is 
one of the best on the market.
 
Laura: Second product?
 
Eddie: The LuxLight Hydrating Primer is a luminous hydrating primer that leaves skin 
with a dewy radiance. We are trying to teach women the importance of primer under 
make up. Apply the primer to those areas where more light is desired….Center of 
forehead, bridge of nose, chin… and just below eyes and cheek bones. By applying the 
primer to your face, neck and chest prior to your foundation application… it will keep 
you hydrated and you’ll be able to use less foundation and get the same great cover-
age. Less is more. 

Congratulations to Eddie Funkhouser and Rite Aid…. for this amazing collaboration!

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER FOR RITE AID

FABULOUS365 | JUL, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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This Belle De Jour “Sassy” collection from Eddie Funkhouser  is the perfect collection for the Sum-
mer. It has such beautiful colors that can be worn from day to night.
I think it will compliment that beautiful Summer tan you have going on!

The first time I have heard of this brand was from HBA Global expo, I attended here in NYC at Ja-
cobs Javits Center. At the end of the expo week they held their HBA International Package Design 
Awards: best packaging cosmetic, skin care, personal care, fragrance and so on. A lot of the brands 
that were nominated were beauty brands we all know, L’Oreal, Urban Decay, SK-II and for one of 
the categories,  Eddie Funkhouser’s Quattro Variable Lash Mascara was nominated and won! 

I will discuss this product some more at a separate post. Even though this mascara is included in 
this kit, I do want to write a separate post on it since this one may turn into a 5-hour long read if I 
don’t!
I congratulated them on their Instagram page (@eddiefunkhouser) as they sadly did not get to at-
tend the show and receive their award. In their Instagram is where I found out about this beautiful 
Belle De Jour “Sassy” collection. I suggest to start following them as well on all their social medias 
to stay updated and get some great info and tips about their products! 

About the brand:

This is a brand created by the very talented, veteran makeup artist, Eddie Funkhouser. He wanted 
that minimalist packaging look into it with top-grade formula that was mostly created in Italy. He 
wanted to bring that luxury feel of makeup at an affordable price!

Now let’s check out the products in the Belle De Jour Summer Look 2014 “Sassy” collection! Just 
click on each product name below to take you directly to the eddie funkhouser site where you can 
purchase the products...

I love the eye palette the most because of the easy wearable shades it comes in. The lip products 
are moisturizing and not-drying at all. I do not like to compare products by its price range but these 
are definitely worth it. You are getting some great quality products for drugstore price here. I saw 
on their Instagram that they have launched a display at a RiteAid store in California so here’s hop-
ing they will be in all RiteAid stores in the country. They are also working on getting international 
shipping for their website so to all my international readers, just be patient and keep an eye out 
for an announcement on their Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. If you have any questions or com-
ments about their makeup add the hashtag #ASKEDDIE and Eddie Funkhouser himself will directly 
answer and help you out! He is very much active on all his social media which is really great, so 
don’t be shy to say Hi!

update 7/22/14: If you are in the NYC area there are two RiteAid locations that are carrying their 
line! 
Hudson Street
534 Hudson Street              
New York, NY 10014

World Financial Trade Center
250 Vesey St.
New York, NY 10281

I love the simple shiny black packaging in these and in simple font the brand name stamped on 
each products. 
I don’t think I have any makeup that is Made in Italy and that kinda makes me feel fancy as I have 
never even visited Italy before! Just a minor happy moment for me there that’s all. 
Check out their website to browse the other beautiful makeup products they offer; to shop their 
products; what other retail stores carry this brand and so many more.

REVIEW: EDDIE FUNKHOUSER’S BELLE DE 
JOUR “SASSY”

FIVE TWO CERTIFIED | JUL, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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Hello Beautiful Fierce Dolls! I have had the wonderful amazing opportunity to meet and talk to 
Eddie Funkhouser. He is a veteran and world renowned makeup artist who has splashed the covers 
of magazines and television. His work is beyond amazing, traveling around the world and getting 
to work on many different beautiful people of different ethnicities. This laid the ground  for him 
creating his own cosmetic line that offers great high quality performing products at an affordable 
price, made in Italy. 

Now I don’t know about you dolls, but go to the Higher End Prestige cosmetics at Sephora or Ulta 
and look where it’s made, do any of the other ones say made in Italy? I don’t think so, I don’t own 
any!! and Dolls You know Cdel has loads of makeup. 

I had the lovely opportunity to get to ask Eddie some questions. So sit back and get to know the 
down to earth talented Eddie Funkhouser. 

I asked Eddie a few questions about his inspiration, his start, and the creation for his amazing 
Makeup Line that you can pick up at any Rite Aide that carries a Prestige Counter. So with out 
further ado let’s get to know Eddie! 

What do you feel is your biggest accomplishment?

“Aside from staying true to who I am, I would have to say it is my relationship of nearly 17 years 
and my new brand, EDDIE FUNKHOUSER. For years now, I have been working on building brands 
with my partner, Kai Kaden, the true wizard behind the curtain. Kidding. Sort of kidding. We have 
a true partnership and are a complement to one another so I cannot take all the credit. He keeps 
me in order and tirelessly supports my outrageousness and kooky ideas and encourages me to dig 
deep when it comes to self-expression.… but my ultimate goal is to inspire and encourage all who 
encounter our brand to express their authentic selves creatively”.

Every makeup artist has a signature look. What is Eddie’s signature look?

“Although I create seasonal campaign stories, they are creative expressions meant to inspire and 
encourage creativity in others...I embrace the individual and their unique style and personality. I 
want women to walk away feeling like they are beautiful exactly the way they are. Makeup is just 
another way to express yourself. And that, I can help with!”

What was the advice that someone gave you pertaining to the beauty industry that you took in and 
applied into your business as an makeup artist and creator of a cosmetics line?

“In an industry where the search for ultimate beauty can become a distraction from real beauty 
(inner beauty) be sure to always stay grounded and always be real. That is what others will find 
most attractive.”
When you’re thinking of a new product, for a collection, how long does the creative process take?

“It can take minutes, it can take years.  It can be a component / packaging that inspires an idea. It 
can be the vision of a funky trendsetter on a New York Subway… I try to just follow my path and 
keep my eyes open to what the Universe brings my way”.

Well Dolls, there you have a glimpse into the Fierce Mind, Person, and Soul. Many who are in the 
beauty industry only focus on what’s the outward appearance. It’s truly refreshing to meet some-
one and learn how they started from a humble beginning of helping his mom with Avon Samples 
to Splashing the covers and working on so many people. He has a kind heart and Fierce Soul!

UP CLOSE WITH EDDIE FUNKHOUSER

LUCKY.COM/COMMUNITY | AUG, 2014 | DIGITAL 
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SEASONAL CAMPAIGN | QUATTRO VARIABLE LASH MASCARA
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PRIMARY CAMPAIGN IMAGES
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SECONDARY CAMPAIGN IMAGES
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SUPPORTING CAMPAIGN ASSETS
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FOR RELEASE: NEW YORK, NY - June 2014 - EDDIE FUNKHOUSER® Color Cosmetics introduces its SS2014 
collection, Belle de Jour.

Dear Beauty Editors and Makeup Mavens:

Welcome to our 2014 Spring/Summer Collection, 
Belle de Jour! 

The Belle de Jour collection gets its inspiration from 
the French Doll Daylily, a fascinating flower with 
stunning color variations - and whose exquisite 
blooms unfurl only during the day. We were drawn 
to the delicate ombre tints of soft blush pinks and 
shimmering lavender rose - punctuated with crisp, 
provocative details of hot fuscia, magenta-rose, 
metallic pink and smoky purples. What better Spring/
Summer style-muse than the endlessly-inspiring 
Belle de Jour Day-lily?  

My tireless EDDIE FUNKHOUSER team has 
assembled some great Belle de Jour images, looks, 
face charts and step-by-step how-tos to get you 
started.

Please visit us at www.eddiefunkhouser.com to 
check out our newly-added COLLECTIONS pages.  
You will find all 4 of my SS2014 (Spring | Summer 
2014)  Belle de Jour Looks. The COLLECTIONS 
pages allow you to shop the entire look or just 
specific shades from each!  

You can also download my Belle de Jour SS2014 
face charts from the Details tab for each look.  
I have also posted downloadable PDF’s of my 
blank face charts for you to use for creating looks 
of your own!

As always, I’d love to hear what you think. 
Contact me at: askeddie@eddiefunkhouser.com or 
use #AskEddie on social media.

XOXO

Eddie

Press | Media Contact:
Lennox Grayum
lennox@eddiefunkhouser.com
www.eddiefunkhouser.com

BEAUTY EDITOR OUTREACH
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SS2014 LOOKS | COY

EYE
Begin your eye color application using Hyperreal Eye Color Palette in Bedroom Eyes. With a Tapered Shadow Brush, 
carefully apply Sassy just above the crease of the eye. Seamlessly gradate the color up onto the brow bone doing 
your best not to get any color onto the eye lid. Apply the same shade across the full length of the lower lash line 
using a Pro Detail Brush.
 
Using an All Over Eye Brush, apply a healthy application of Coy to the eyelids starting at the lash line and meeting 
Sassy at the crease.
 
Next, line the upper lash line using the Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus. Begin with a thin tapered line at the inner 
corner allowing the line to grow thicker towards the outer corner. Then taper off again in an upward swoop for a 
winged effect.
 
Line the water line using the Graffiti Creme Eye Pencil.

To complete the “Coy” eye- first curl the lashes. Then define your lashes with a few coats of Quattro Variable Lash 
Mascara. To achieve your desired amount of drama, twist the dial for customizable levels of mascara application  
  
CHEEK
For a flush of color, using a Blush Brush, apply Ultra Intensity Cheek Color in Plum Crazy. Start at the apple of the 
cheek and sweep the color back onto the cheekbones.

LIP
Create the perfect pout with an application of Hyperreal Nourishing Lip Color in Model Citizen. For a long lasting 
application, apply color, blot and apply again.

Products used to create the Belle De Jour “Coy” look:

 Hyperreal Eye Color Palette - Bedroom Eyes
          - Sassy - Coy
 Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus - Absolute Black
 Graffiti Creme Eye Pencil - Absolute Black
 Quattro Variable Lash Mascara - Absolute Black                                                    
 Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Plum Crazy
 Hyperreal Nourishing Lip Color - Model Citizen

KK V.121013-11:23:00                                                                                        ©2014 EDDIE FUNKHOUSER INC.  ALL WORLDWIDE RIGHTS RESERVED.

SS2014 LOOKS | DEMURE

EYE
Using an All Over Eye Brush, begin your eye color application by applying Hyperreal Eye Color in Lavender Sky to the 
eyelids and inner corners of the eyes. Apply the same shade across the full length of the lower lash line using a Pro 
Detail Brush.
 
Next, using an Eye Contour Brush, apply Demure to the crease of the eye blending seamlessly onto the brow bone.
 
Using a Crease Brush, apply Risque from the Bedroom Eyes palette directly into crease for a deep contoured effect. 
Apply a second time to accentuate the eye and add an extra bit of drama.
 
Using an All Over Eye Brush, apply a soft application of Coy from the Bedroom Eyes palette to the brow bone for a 
soft highlight effect.
 
For eyeliner, use the Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus for the upper lash line and the Graffiti Crème Eye Pencil for the 
lower water line

To complete the “Demure” eye- first curl the lashes. Then define your lashes with a few coats of Quattro Variable 
Lash Mascara. To achieve your desired amount of drama, twist the dial for customizable levels of mascara applica-
tion.    
   
CHEEK
Add color and definition to the cheeks with Ultra Intensity Cheek Color in Peep Show and Plum Crazy. First, using a 
Blush Brush, apply a soft, well-blended application of Peep Show starting at the apples of the cheeks sweeping the 
color back onto the cheekbones. Then, using a Contour Brush, apply Plum Crazy to the valley of the cheek for a subtle 
contoured effect.

LIP
Create the perfect pout with an application of Chromographic Lip Color in Epic. For a long lasting application, apply 
color, blot and apply again.

Products used to create the Belle De Jour “Demure” look:

Hyperreal Eye Color Single - Lavender Sky
Hyperreal Eye Color Palette - Bedroom Eyes
 - Coy - Demure - Risque
Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus - Absolute Black
Graffiti Creme Eye Pencil - Absolute Black
Quattro Variable Lash Mascara - Absolute Black                                                    
Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Peep Show
Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Plum Crazy
Chromographic Lip Color - Epic

KK V.121013-11:23:00                                                                                        ©2014 EDDIE FUNKHOUSER INC.  ALL WORLDWIDE RIGHTS RESERVED.

SS2014 LOOKS | RISQUE´

EYE
Begin your eye color application using the Hyperreal Eye Color Palette in Bedroom Eyes. With a Tapered Shadow 
Brush, apply Demure into the crease of the eye blending upwards onto the brow bone. Using a Pro Detail Brush, 
apply the same shade across the full length of the lower lash line.
 
Next, using an All Over Eye Brush, apply Hyperreal Pure Pigment in Dollicious to the eyelids blending seamlessly into 
the crease of the eye.
 
Then, using a Crease Brush, apply Risque from the Hyperreal Eye Color Palette in Bedroom Eyes into the crease of 
the eye for a deep contoured effect.
 
Using the same palette and a Tapered Shadow Brush, apply Coy to the brow bone for a soft highlight effect.

For eyeliner, use the Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus for the upper lash line and the Graffiti Crème Eye Pencil for the 
lower water line.
 
To complete the “Risque” eye- first curl the lashes. Then define your lashes with a few coats of Quattro Variable Lash 
Mascara. To achieve your desired amount of drama, twist the dial for customizable levels of mascara application. 
     
CHEEK
For a hint of color, apply Ultra Intensity Cheek Color in Peep Show with a Blush Brush. Start at the apple of the cheek 
and sweep the color back onto the cheekbones.

LIP
For an irresistible finish, apply Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss in Belle De Jour to the lips.

Products used to create the Belle De Jour “Risque” look:

 Hyperreal Eye Color Palette - Bedroom Eyes
  - Coy - Demure - Risque
 Hyperreal Pure Pigment - Dollicious
 Ultra Definition Eye Lining Stylus - Absolute Black
 Graffiti Creme Eye Pencil - Absolute Black
 Quattro Variable Lash Mascara - Absolute Black                                                    
 Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Peep Show
 Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss - Belle De Jour

KK V.121013-11:23:00                                                                                        ©2014 EDDIE FUNKHOUSER INC.  ALL WORLDWIDE RIGHTS RESERVED.

SS2014 LOOKS | SASSY

EYE
Begin your eye color application using the Hyperreal Eye Color Palette in Bedroom Eyes. With an All Over Eye Brush, 
apply Sassy onto the eyelids.
 
For a burst of color, use the All Over Eye Brush again and apply the same eye shade Sassy to the inner third of the 
eye. Start just below the inner most part of the brow and bring the color down into the eye’s inner corner. Carry the 
same shade across the lid into the crease of the eye tapering off the application as you reach the outer corner of the 
eye.
 
Now, with a Crease Brush, apply Risqué to the outer third of the eye. Start in the crease at the outer corner of the 
eye and blend well using small circular motions until a soft smokiness is achieved. Also apply Risqué to the outer 
third of the lower lash line.

Using a Tapered Shadow Brush, apply Coy to the brow bone for a soft highlight effect.
 
Next, line the upper lash line using Graffiti Liquid Liner in Haze.
 
To complete the “Sassy” eye- first curl the lashes. Then define your lashes with a few coats of Quattro Variable Lash 
Mascara. To achieve your desired amount of drama, twist the dial for customizable levels of mascara application.   
    
CHEEK
Add color and definition to the cheeks with Ultra Intensity Cheek Color in Peep Show and Plum Crazy. First, using a 
Blush Brush, apply a soft, well-blended application of Peep Show starting at the apples of the cheeks brushing the 
color back onto the cheekbones. Then, using a Contour Brush, add a touch of Plum Crazy to the valley of the cheek for 
a subtle contoured effect.

LIP
Create the perfect pout with an application of Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss in Publicity Stunt.

Products used to create the Belle De Jour “Sassy” look:

 Hyperreal Eye Color Palette: Bedroom Eyes
          - Coy - Sassy - Risque
 Graffiti Liquid Liner - Haze
 Quattro Variable Lash Mascara - Absolute Black                                                    
 Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Peep Show
 Ultra Intensity Cheek Color - Plum Crazy
 Hyperreal Hydrating Lip Gloss - Publicity Stunt

CAMPAIGN FACE CHARTS | LOOKS
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CONTACT

For additional information on EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®, please contact:
Kai Kaden
kai@eddiefunkhouser.com
+1 212 982 8900

EDDIE FUNKHOUSER NEW YORK LLC  
409 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
T 212 586 0303 WWW.EDDIEFUNKHOUSER.COM

CONFIDENTIAL - PLEASE DO NOT DUPLICATE OR DISTRIBUTE
                                                                                                     

PRICES AND SHADES ACCURATE AT TIME OF PUBLISHING 
BUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

CONFIRM ALL DETAILS WITH YOUR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE.
NO PORTION OF THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE COPIED OR DUPLICATED 

(IN PART OR FULL) WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM EDDIE FUNKHOUSER®


